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INVESTIGATION OF A NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEM 1 
By I. Fliigge-Lotz, C. F. Taylor, anel H. E. Lindberg 
SUMMARY 
Nonlinear element are sometimes added to linear control 
y ·tem in order to improve tke response oj the sy tem to an 
arbitrary input. This ccm be done in different way , one oj 
them being the variation oj the co fjicient oj the differential 
equation de cribing the system bejore the nonlinear elements are 
added. This variation oj the coefficients may be done in a 
continuous or in a discontinuous way. I n the pres nt pap I' 
a discontinuous variation oj the coefficients is tudied in detaiL 
and inve tigated jor practical u e. 
The nonlineal' j eedback is applied to a econd-order system. 
From jormer analytical considerations the proces oj control i 
vi ualized a e tabLishing an nsemble oj linear second-order 
differential equations (some with table and ome with unstable 
homogeneous solution ) and switching jrom one equation to 
another 0 a to maintain mall instantaneous error jor I' la-
tively arbitrary input. Phy icaUy, this control proce i 
realized with a linear econd-order control y. tem to which have 
been added possible discrete combination. oj proportional and 
derivative j edback. The particular combination oj jeedback 
employed at any instatnt i determined by a j eedback witching 
circuit which is in turn operated by c ensed bi nary information 
obtain d jrom the output, output derivative, error, and errol' 
derivative (namely, the igns oj these variable) . T chniques 
that are common to the digital computer fie ld are u. ed to imple-
ment this witching circuit. 
Once phy icall'ealization is completed, simulation techniques 
are u eel to tudy and evaluate the perjormance oj the nonlinear 
control y tem and to compw'e i.t with a linear y temjor a wide 
variety oj inputs. A detailed quantitative ·tudy oj the i nfluence 
oj relay deLay and oj a tran port delay i al ·o given. I n 
addition, the effects oj physicaL imperj ction. that are likely to 
be encounter d in any application oj the control theory are con-
ide red (e. g. , velocity and acceleration limits). 
An analysi oj the xperimental res~dt show that thi type 
oj nonlinear control system pe7jonn better than a lineal' control 
system having a natural jrequency 15 times greater . For thi 
compari on, peljormance i evaluated in terms oj th cwerage 
value oj the magnitude oj the in.stantaneou. error jor band-
limited inputs. Further, in contrast with the linew' y tem, the 
nonlinear sy tem peljonnanc is virtually independent oj vari-
ation in the damping jactor oj the sy tem. 
A preliminary extension oj this type oj nonlineal' control 
concept to higher order systems i presented. Exp rimental 
result are given j or a third-order ystem. The e result how 
that ju t a. in the second-order ca e the nonlinear ystem per-
jormance is b tter than that oj a comparable linear ystem. 
I TRODUCTION 
With the demand for more exacting performance, more 
emphasi ha bee n placed on nonlinear aspects of control 
system. The term "con tL"Ol y tem" an be in terpreted 
to include active networks and feedback amplifiers a well a 
ervomechani ms. From th e standpoint of ansly i , un-
intentional nonlin earitie h ave 1,0 be talccn into account to 
explain performance. From tbe tandpoint of ynthe i , 
in te n tional nonlineari tie have been introduced to improve 
performance. However, up to this date only in special 
ca e have advancement been obtained in the field of 
nonlinear control y tem . 
Th e de igns of nonlin ear control sy tern have inherent 
adyantage . One advantage is that the re pon e of a non-
linear system at a cer tain time can be made less d pendent 
upon past respon e than can a linear system of comparable 
power-handling capability .2 This mean that the non-
linear y tem can be made to follov mol' arbitrary das e 
of input with less dynamic error than the comparable linear 
y tern. Another advantage is that the mathematical 
difficultie encount red may aCLually be conducive to co n-
ideration of more reali tic criteria of performance. In the 
nonlinear realm it is essentially as ea y to invoke a cri terion 
sLl ch as the minimization of in tan taneou error for non-
tationary random input a i is to invoke Lhe larg t 
pos ible .fl at amplitude re pon e for inusoidal input. 
In the pre ent paper a control sy tern of eco nd order, 
which wa fir 1, ugge ted by Fhigge-Lotz and Wun ch on 
the basi of analytical studies (ref. 1), i investigated. The 
physical realization of 1,bi ystem and it performance arc 
tudied in great detail by Dr. 1. Fliigge-Lotz and Dr. C. F. 
T aylor. A detailed quantitative s1, udy of the influence of 
relay delay and of a transport lelay wa made by Dr. H . E . 
Lindberg and i given in appendix: A. 
Thi inves tigation wa conducted at tanford Universi1,y 
under the pon or hip and with the finan cial a istance of 
Lh e ~ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautic. The 
authors wi h to thank Dr. A. NI. P eterson of the Electrical 
Engin ering D epartment of Lanford University for his 
con tinued in terest and hi mo t helpful advice on the 
' Supersedes r ACA '[' 3826, "Investigation of a Nonlinea,' Control l'stero" by 1. Fliigge-Lolz and C. F. '['aylor, 1957. 
'In linear theory, tha impulse response or the autocorrolation fllllction of tho system give an inclic~tioll of how past respoll3e is weIghed. 
1 
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dpC'll'ollic prohlems which werc encoullte l'ed during tbi 
inH's tig:ation. They also wi It to t hank Dr. G . S . Bahr for 
his useful s uggest ions for a special transi Lor witching 
('irell i l. 
a,b,c 
a+,b+,c+ 
a,b,c, 
15 
SYMBOLS 
peak-to-peak amplitude of input 
parameter defining a ystem 
cons tant u cd in appendix B 
parameters in cl i[eren tial eq uation for con trol 
ervo 
"i cou damping of motor and reflected load 
rcferred Lo motor haft 
D lin ear clamping factor 
E=?J-~'=-e 
e 
f 
Yf, {/o 
JJ(p) 
I 
i=.J~ 
J(1,!{2 
k ", 
T 
installtaneolls error, 'J.'- y 
function 
input and output of Pade circuit , respectivcl~­
transfer function , 1/(ap + 1) 
inertia of motor rotor, gears, and reflected load 
gain con tant 
con ta n t of proportionality between ou Lpu t 
velocity and back electromotive force 
con ta n t depending on initial condition 
opcrator, indicating differentiation with r e-
pect to independ ent variablc : that i , d/cit if 
real timc variable i uscd and d/dT iC!non-
dimen ional time variable i used 
repeLi tion rate or period 
time 
switching delay 
maximum allowable witching delay 
V input voHag 
.r input into y tem 
y output from system 
y approximation of output 
a symbol used to denot e different constant 
{3",=-d3 sgn (y'e)-2{3 gn (y'e' ) 
({3 I1t)'Yn)",,,, smallest values of parameter giYing good 
nonlinear system performance 
1{3 ,2{3,I 'Y ,2'Y po itive con tants 
'Yn=- I'Y sgn (ye)-2'Y gn (ye' ) 
o positive conslall t 
/-L , II 
p 
u 
7 
w 
gn (j) =1/111 
n 
( )' 
( ) /I 
small positive quantity 
coord inate introduced in appendix E 
radiu of curvature 
real part of complex freq uency variable u+ iw 
nondimen ional time variable normalized with 
re pect to w., w.t 
nondimen ional frequency, w/w. 
frequency 
natural frequcncy of undamped linear sysLem 
time avel'l'WC 
d( )/dT 
d2 ( )/dT2 
equality ign in equations which de cribe 
operations ( ce eqs. (2) and (3)) 
lib cripts : 
a, ' 
d 
e 
i 
~m 
L 
tin 
m,n= O,l ,2,3 
max 
min 
nonlin 
o 
at an actual witch point 
i leal or desirable 
errol' 
initial or inpu t 
image 
limit 
lineal' 
maximum or upper bound 
minimum or lower bound 
nonlinear 
optimum, output 
REVIEW OF LINEAR CONTROL THEORY 
It is de irable Lo obtain from !inear control theory omc 
u eful concept Lhat can be general ized to the nonlineU]' 
case. These concepts arc: 
(1) Operational notation 
(a) Tran fer functions 
(b ) Block-diagram repre entation 
(2) Control criteria 
(3) Control L1U'ough parameter 
At the onset second-order systems are con i lered. How-
ever, t here is no difficult)T in extending the e concepts to 
higher ordcr y terns. 
OPERATIONAL OTATfON, TRA I SFEH FU ' CTfON S, AND BLO CK DTAGHAMS 
Con ider a phy ieal proce s or situation in whi ch th e 
output is de cribed in terms of the inpu t a 
(1) 
where a, b, and c arc con tants, y = y (t) is the output, and 
x=x(t) is the input . 
Utilizing the operator p = dldt, equatio n (1) may be 
written 
(2) 
(Eq. (2) reads " (ap2+ bp+ c) operating on y equal opera-
tionally x.") Formal olution of eq uation (2) for the ratio 
of output over input :vields b.\- defin ition t he operational 
transfer function for the sy tem. Tbu 
y 0 ---,:---c-~---,--
,r azi+ bp+ c 
(3) 
The operational block diagram for the system i obtained by 
placing inside a box the transfer fun ction , eq uation (3). 
Coming into the box is thc input; going out of the box i the 
ou tput ( ee ketch a) . 
x 
Input 
1 
ketch a 
y 
Output 
Here transfer functions and block diagrams are utilized 
merely a borthand operational notation for differential 
equations, This i opposed to the Laplace tran formation 
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v iewpoint wher e tran sfer f unct ion (and t hus b lock dia-
O'ram ) have t h e properties of fUll ction of t he complex 
fr eq uency vari able, p= a+iw. T he r eason for tre ing Lhi 
in te rpretat ion is tha 1, horthand (operational) notation ha 
proven useful in t he tr a n ition to nonlin ear con trol wb er ea 
th e L aplace tran sform at ion v iewpoint (e. g. , synLhe is i n 
Lh e complex frequ ency pla ne in term of poles and zero ) 
ha not. 
CO N TROL C R ITERIA 
To gage the p erformance of an actual y tern an ideal or 
de irable sy tern is u ually e tabli hed as a tra igh t through 
conn ection (i. e., Ya=x a denoLed in sk etch b , a block dia-
g ram of an ideal y t ern). 
:r 
Input 
1 
Output 
ket h b 
Compari on b et,,-ee n tb e de ired output Yd and actual ouL-
pu t Y i accompli hed by utilizing Lhe in tan taneou error : 
e= (Ya- Y) = (x-y) 
A con 1,1'01 criter ion or cri terio n of p erforma nce is defin d as 
the minimizaLion of some property of t he in ta ntan eou 
error e for a given clas of input . The minimizing proce 
can be exacL (i. e., r e ul ting from a variational fonnula Lion 
of lh e problem) or approxima te. 
CONTR OL T HR OUG H PA R AM ETER 
In lin ear sy t ern tb proce s of con trol i u ually physi-
call.\' obLain ed b y apply ing feedbach: and/or compensati on 
Lo Lhe y tern t hat is to b e onLro11 d. A control cri Lerion 
i r ealized (a closely as poss ible) by adj u tment of the e 
applied quanti ties . Th e con cepL of control throug h param-
elers is a n inlerpreLation of Lil i con trol p rocess in term 
of l h d iff eren t ial eq ua li on describing Lhe proce A s imple 
example iUu tJ'a tes Lhi co ne p t . 
Consider t he po iLion co ntrol er vo hown 111 figm e l. 
Th e un co ntr olled (open-loop) y t ern co n is ts of an amplifier , 
anna Lure-con trolled m oto r, g<.'ar Lr ai n, and load . Clo ed-
loop operation i oblained by uLilizing propor tion al a nd 
leriva Live feedback. The gain con tanLs K I a nd K 2 arc 
adju Lable. Armature indu cta nce ha been neglected. 
/'Summing points --_ .. _. 
, 
, 
Motor, gear train, and load '\ 
km Y 
p( Jp + B ) Output 
Tachometer 
F l . RE 1. E lock d iagram of ,' impJc po iLiona l ervo. J , inrLia of 
moLa r rotor, gears, an cl re fl ccLcd load; B, viseou damping of moLa r 
and refl ected load r eferred to motor shaft; km, can tant of propor-
t ionali Ly between output velocity and back electromotive force (it 
inclu I armatnre r rsist,a nec II nrl. gear ra t.io from moLar shltft to 
load), 
From the block d iagram t he differential equation for the 
open-loop sys tem m ay be wril,ten : 
(4) 
im ilady, t he closed-loop cliffer cnLi al equa tio n i 
I n either ca e t he d ifferential equation is of Llle form 
(6) 
where a set of Lhr ee parameLer a, ii, and G completely 
characterize t he sys l em. It is possible, th en, to v iew Lhe 
proccs of control in Len n of these parameLers . One sLarts 
wi t h a param eLer et (a, b,c) Iefining t he un controlled y tern. 
A control criterion yield a n op timum par ameler et 
(a, b,c) o' ont rol (feedback an d/or compensalion) i in l ro-
du ced ideally making iL po sible to adjust (a, b,c) to (a, b,c)o' 
In the aboye example lh c gaill co nsLants K I and K 2 afford 
Lhi adj ustm ell t. 
T hi adj us tmen L of Lil e coeffi cienL m ay be don e in a eOI1-
Linuous or a disconLinuou way. In refer enoe 2 Schmid and 
T riplett h ave de cr ibecl a n i nter esting a nd effi ci nt way to 
vary the coeffi cient of a ba ically lin ear ystem co nLinLlOu ly. 
o LI EAR CO TROL 
T RA SIT IO T O NO LI EAR CO TROL 
I n t he preccding ee tio n iL has b ee n m entioned thaL the 
process of lin ear co ntrol of econd-order sy tern m ay be 
vi ualized a t he adju tmenL of t he p aram eter eL (a, b,c) to 
Lbe ot (a, b,c)o' Th Le rm opt imum \Va us d in t he ense 
Lb at some cr i ter ion of performa nce \Va approach ed as olo ely 
a possible. 
It s till seems logical in the tran iLion to nonlin car CO lllrol to 
hy po th esize control LhrOllO'h p a ram ete r . Th e lra n ilio ll is 
obtained by allowillg th e p a ram eter to becom c fun cl io ll s of 
lhe ou tpu t yet) and th c inpu t x(t); th a t i , 
a-'">a(x,Y) 
b-'">b(x,Y ) 
c-'">c(x,Y) 
The m a lh em a t ical description of Lh e sy Lem is now 
d2y ely 
a(J,Y) dt2 + b (x,y) cit + c(x,y)y=x(t ) (7) 
Without kn owin o- lh e pecific nature of th e fun c lion a(.c,Y), 
b(x,y), and c(x,y ) i t m ay be ee n Lh at eq ua lion (7) i a non-
linear , inhomoO'eneo us, a nd/or nonaulonomo u differenlial 
equation. :'Ia them a lioally, liLLIe in gene ral can be a iel 
abou t th e ol ution of equ ation (7) give n th e fUll c lion et 
a(x,y ), b(x,y), and c(x,y). It eem s, theil , CYC' 11 mor h opel 
to aLtemp t a y n th es is p roblem which invoh es h oth fi ll ding 
Lhe function set [a(x,y ), b(x,y ), c(x,y)]o for a peC"ifiecl co n Lrol 
criterion and th <.' n ph y ieally realizing th e y (em de cribed 
ma them a lically. 
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NONU EA R CONTROL THEORY 
One analy tical attack on Lh e nonlinear control-sys tem-
y nLh esis problem ha been made by FIUgge-LoLz and IVunch 
(refs. 1 and :3 to 5) . They sugge Led varying Lhe coeffi cienls 
a, b, and c, not continuo usly, buL di continuou l,v. That 
mans lhat for t1< t< t2 Lhere i one et of coefficients, for 
t2< t< t3 lh ere is anolher seL of coefficients, and so on. Th e 
diO'ereoL set of coeffi cienl are cho en in advan e, but lhe 
times i t for ch anO'e from one et lo another are determined 
by lhe value and Lhe clecrea e 01' increa e of the deviation 
(x-y ) . III other words, LIl e ys lem is linear in any interval 
i t< t< ti+l, but i nonlinear in lhe whole. Th e transition aL 
any switching time tt occurs wiLh conLinuou value of yet) 
and dV/dl , but eli co ntinuou values of (d2V/dtZ ). 
rm 
Damping Gain 
/3, 
I ~ 
I /30 1 
- - r-; _1 __ -
L1J 
FIGU RE 2.- Illustration of stcpwi e naturc of parameter f3m and 'Yn. 
Phase-plane techniques were u ed for tudying appropri-
ate sets of coefficien ts and the appropriate dependence of lhe 
wiLching times on the deviations.3 The author of references 
1 and 3 to 5 ucceedecl in findin g a switching rule which 
a lire O'ood performance in a multitude of case. Their 
con lrol sy tern is m aLhematically described in the follo \l-ing 
way: 
where 
T 
in P 1I t 
olllpll t 
lineal' damping fac lor (wh ell f3m='Yn= O) 
nonclimen ion al lime variable normalized 
pect to w.; thaL is, T= W.t 
Ilatul'al frequency of undamped linear 
D = f3m='Yn= O 
f3 m= -1f3 sgn (v' e )-2f3 gn (v' e') 
m = O, 1,2,3 
'Yn= - I'Y sgn (ye) -2'Y gn (V' ) 
11 = 0, J, 2, :3 , 
1f3,Zf3 ,(l' ,2'Y positive constanl 
1 ( +1 for 1> 0 
sgn (f)=m= i. -1 [01'1 < 0 
( ) 
with re-
system, 
• For <l elo il~ lile reud"r is referred to refcrellees 1 and 3 to 5. Reference 1 contains tho ideas 
bu t is so condcnsed lhul lhe inquisilh'e reader will find it useful to rcad references 3 to 5, of 
which rcf,'rencc .> is proba bl y t ho most accessible. Figure 3, p. ]2, and figW'e 30, p. iO, of 
reference 5 will ' ",I]> in gNLing acq ua inted with the phase-plane trajectory of an output. Some 
of the original studios nrc dcscribrd aga in later in the present papC'r when the performance 
of th t:' systrDl i.:-: cti~(·U~5t.·d 
e instantan eous errol', e = (Yd.-Y )= (~L'-y) 
)' =d( )/dT 
Actually, equation (8) i a normalize 1 form of the control 
equation derived by Fhigge-Lo tz and Wun ch . However , 
the notation has been somewhat changed. See appendix B 
for a compari on of notations and the normalization invoI-ved. 
The ubscript convention is 
f33= ]f3 +2f3 
f32 = 1f3- zf3 
f3! = -]f3+ 2f3= -f32 
f3o = -]f3-z(3= - f33 
P R OPERTIES OF EQ UATION (8) 
(9) 
The following properties of equation ( ) are noLeworthy: 
(1) Equation ( ) is a piecewise linear but overall nonlinear 
differential eq uaLion . 
(2) The param tel'S f3 m and 'Y n are stepwi e switching func-
tions of time (t heir implicit variable). T his property is 
illu trated in figure 2. 
(3) The lime of witching and t be particular combination 
of the param LeI'S f3m and 'Yn employed at any in tant are 
explicit function s of the output V and the input x . pe-
cifically, they are determined by quantized information 
derived from the output, output derivative, elTor, and elTor 
derivative, namely, th sign of the product gn (V ' e), gn 
(y' e' ), an (ve) , and sgn (Ve ' ). 
(4) There are ba ically 16 m,n ub crip L combination and 
thus 16 f3 m,'Yn parameter combination. However, a detailed 
t udy of property (3) how that only are allowed. The 
allO\ved combinaLions may be 
m = n= O, 1, 2, 3 
or 
m~n 
m + n = 3 
The rea on for the "exclusion prin iple" on coefficient 
combination terns from a de ire to obtain mirrored-image 
output for mirrored-image input ; that i , 
is de ired when 
YtmH=-yCT) 
x1m H = -xH 
(5) The control criterion that was employed in obtaining 
lhe fun ctional dependence of f3 m and 'Yn wa 
IVd.-vl = Ix-yl = lei < E 
,,-llOre E is a mall po itive quantity. Thi criterion of main-
tenance of small in tantaneous error beLween de ired output 
a nd aclual output enabled reduction of equation ( ) to the 
approximate autonomous differential equation (ee reL-
and 3 to 5) 
y" + 2D(1 + tJm)V' + 'YnY= (x-y) 
~O (10) 
Thus pba e-plane technique could be employed to find the 
functional dependence of f3", and 'Yn. 
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(6) Once the linear damping factor D is fixed the proces 
of control i obtained by witching parameters fJm and 'Yn· 
Equation t ) con i t of an en emble of eight (see property 
(4)) linear differential equation with con tant coefficients. 
The proce of control may be visualized a the witching 
from one member of the en emble Lo another. Till wit h-
ing i determine 1 by quantized information derived from the 
input and outpu t (see property (3)). From another poin t 
of view (con i tent with the approximation de cribed in 
property (5)), the ou tput Y i lo be forced to ati fy two 
condilion imultaneou ly, that i ,both ide of equation 
(10). Tbi i approximately po ible by switching to 
variou fJm and 'Yn parameler combination and can be 
vi ualized a the proce of witching to variou pha e 
trajectories of equation (10) in the pha e plane of y' again t y. 
DIseu s rON OF 0 LINEAR eo TROL 
In the eclion entitled "Tran ition to J onlinear Control" 
a logicallran ition to nonlinear control y terns utilizino- the 
concept of control through parameter i sugge ted. How-
ever, mathematical difficul ty bamper the development of 
this approach. In the next two ections a particular non-
linear control theory i pre ented. Thi theory con tiLutes 
the fir t t p in the synthe is of a nonlinear control y tern 
which obtains control through parameters. ince the func-
tional dependenee of the parameters has been establi hed, 
the problem is reduced to finding a et of five (con tant) 
parameters (D,d3,2fJ,I'Y,2'Y) o. It bould be appreciated, how-
ever, Lhat e,-en the optimization of thi five-parameter et 
cannot in general be accompli hed analytically becau e of 
the overall nonlinear nature of the problem. 
ide from que tion on tbe analytical optimization of 
parameters in equat ion ( ), Lhere are equally important 
practical que tions uch a : 
(1) Can au eful control y tern that is de ribed by the 
nonlinear differential equation (eq. ()) be 
realized? 
(2) If the system i realizable, what is its phy ical 
nature" 
(3) If Lh y-slem i realizable , how doe it compare in 
performance and complexity with a "good" 
econd-oreler linear control system? 
There arc then mathemalical difficultie on the one hand 
and physical difficulLies on the other. The mathmalical 
difficultie could be handled by numerical methods of inte-
gratio n of the differential equation (e. g., utilizing a digital 
computer). Ho" eYer, this would give little insight inLo the 
naLure of a y t m that i eon trolled through discootinlloll 
variation of lhe parameter fJ rn and 'Y" . It ha b en found 
aclyanLageou to in\estigat the phy ical que tion fir t and 
then Lo ulilize inlUlation Lechnique (analog compuLcr) Lo 
inve tigate the analytical properties of this type of control. 
PHY ICAL REALIZATIO 
PHYSJ AL MODEL 
It i ele irablc to study the nature of a phy ical co nLrol 
y Lem lhal i clescrib d by an ensemble of eight linear 
diiferen tial eq Uft tion with con trol being accomplished by 
witching from on m mber of the en emble to another. 
To do thi , equation ( ) i rearranged as hown below: 
d2y ely _ . ( dy ) d-r2+2D d-r +y-x(-r ) - 2DfJ". d-r +'YnY (11) 
or in operational notation 
(12) 
Forgetting for the Lime being that the param Lers fJm and 
'Yn are actually function, one interpretation of this opera-
tional equation and thu of equation ( ) i hown in figure 3. 
x y 
Input p2 + 2Dp + I Output 
FIGURE 3.-Block diagram of cquation (8) assuming that 13m and 'Yn 
are con tanL (denoted by encircling dotted line). 
Figure 3 can be modified to take inlo account the fact 
that fJ m and 'Yn ar stepwi e switching fLll1cLion of time, 
their implicit varialle (i. e., 13m and 'Yn can each take on four 
li crete value ). Thi i hown symbolically in figure 4. 
The expli it functional d pendenc of the parameter fJ", and 
'Y .. ha not yet be n given and i thu indicated as a s\\Titch-
ing logic of undefined character. 
x 
Input p2 + 2Dp + I 
}-- - - ., 
I I 
1 
1 
I 
y 
Output 
1_ - - 1-- - - -I 
I Switching 
I logiC 
L ______ ~ 
FIGURE 4.- Block diagram of eq uat ion ( ) taking into account 
. tepwi e wi Lching natur of 13m and 'Y n' 
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Utilizino- the block diagram of figure 4, the phy ical inter-
pretation of the nonlinear con trol system described by eq ua-
tion (8) i quite stl'aigh tforward. T his system con i t of: 
(1) A linear feedfon\~ard portion. This portion could be 
a lineal' control ysLem in iLself (e. g., th e simple po ition 
control ervo of figurc 1 and equaLio n (5». 
(2) A feedback witching circuit com prised of: 
(a) Four discrete values of propor tional feedback "Yn 
(two positivc and two negative as shown in fig. 2) 
(b ) Four di crete val ues of derivative feedback 2D{3", 
(two positive and two negative as sh own in fig. 2 ) 
(c) A switching logic which at any instant determines 
the particular combin ation of derivative and propor-
tional feedback 2J){3",,"Yn employed 
S WITCHING LOGI C 
In Lhi section it is shown that digital-eomputer tech niques 
can be utilized to establi h the switching logic for the feed-
back switching circuit mentioned in the previous section 
Recall that the param.eter 13m and "Yn haye been ckfined 
as fUllctions; that is, 
m = 0,1,2,3 
(13) 
"Yn= -J"Y sgn (ye)-2"Y sgn (ye') 
n= 0,1,2,3 
where the ub cript convention has been given by equations 
(9). Equations (13) determine the switching logic. Thus, 
for example, {33 is chosen when (y'e)< O and (y'e')<O and "Yo 
i chosen when (ye»O and (ye'» O, so thallhe combination 
{33"YO is chosen when (y'e)< O, (y'e')< O, (ye»O, and (ye ' » O. 
AL this point it appears l1eccs ary to form the products 
ye, ye', y'e, and y'e' and then to find Lhe sign of these prod-
uct in order to establish the switching logic. Physically, 
however, the process of multiplication is to be avoided if 
possible. That there is a possibility of avoiding multiplica-
tion may be gleaned by realizing that 
sgn (ab) = sgn (a ) sgn (b) 
Ince 
Thus equations (13 ) may be rewritten as 
{3m=-sgn (y' ) [d3 sgn (e)+2{3 sgn (e ' )] 
m = 0,1 ,2,3 
(14) 
"Yn= -sgn (Y)[J"Y sgn (e)+2"Y sgn )e' )] 
n=0,1,2 ,3 
Again Lhe subscript convention is defined by equation (9). 
Thus, utilizing equations (1:3) , for example, {33 is chosen 
when 
or when 
"Yo is chosen wh en 
or \o"hen 
so th aL the combination ({33 ,"YO) is chosen \\~hen 
or when 
F rom this example it can be seell that it is not llece sary to 
find Lhe signs of product buL rather that it is sufficient to 
finct separately the igns of y , y', e, and e'. 
Sillce the sign of a variable is quantized binAry information 
of the variable, it is convenient to ulilize digital-computer 
tech niq ues to further the swi tcbing logic. This may be done 
as follows: 
Let the convention be adopted that y > O be repre ented 
by ° (binary zero), y < O be represented b)' 1 (binary on ), 
and similarly for y', e, and e'. If the ordered equence is now 
e tablishecl as 
(y, y', f, e' ) 
four-digit binary logic may be employed to encode equation 
( 14). In particular, a binary coded decimal may be used 
(see Lable 1) . 
It was mentioned in properly (4) of the sec tion "Properties 
of Equation (8)" that not all of the 16 possible {3 m,"Y n 
paramC'ter combinations were aUo \\-ed under their definition . 
Thi \\~ a term cl an xclu ion 1 rin iple on the allo\H'd coeffi-
cienL combinations. One of the advantAge of the suggested 
binary coding scheme of table 1 is th a t thiE exc1u ion principle 
i built into the code. To understand thi , con ider th e 
example of the combination {33"YO given preyiou Iy. In the 
code language (33"YO is cbo rll when the binflr)- number 0100 
or 1011 occur. ,Yhat is impliC'd by thi eXAmple is that a 
binary number and iLs complement mu t be identical (i. e. , 
0000 = 1111 , 0111=1000 ) as far as the switching logic is 
concerned. Thus out of lhe 16 pos ible four-digit binary 
numbers only the fir t arc unique. That i , in counting 
from ° lo 7 in a binary coded decimal, if complemen ts are 
induded then so are the other poss ibilities. to 15 (sec 
table 1). 
The allowed {3".,"Y " param.eter com.binations along with Lhe 
encoded logic of Lable 1 a re summarize I in ma trix form in 
table 2. Example arc giwn to illus trat e tll meaning of 
the table. In general th e allowC'd ubscl"ipt comhinations 
are 
m = n = O, 1,2, :3 
01" 
m + n= 3 
R EALIZATION COMPLETED 
N ow that equat ion (14) has been ucce fully interpreted 
(encoded) in binary-logic form (Lahle 2), t he realization of a 
feedback switching circuit utilizing this encoded logic i a 
t~~pical digital-computer witching-circuit problem. A i 
characterist ic of any synthe i proces th ere will, in general, 
be many ways to design this feedback s\\-itching cireui t. 
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Sensed 
variables 
$$$$ 
y y' e e ' 
y 
Output 
FIGlJR E 5.- Black diagram showing complcLc physical inl c rprcl!1t ion 
of eq uation ( ) . D, zero-co incidence detccto r . 
The block diagram of figure 5 ho·ws one de ign lilaL com-
plete the phy ical inlerpretation of equation ( ) along the 
line started in figme 3 and 4. 
In figw·e 5 the feedback witching circuit eonsisls of: 
(1) The four d iscrete value of both derivative and propor-
tional feedback 2D {3 ,n, I' n 
(2) A relay \\-itcbino- circuit lha l conned t he proper 
fe edback combination 
(3) Zero-coincidence detector OD that drlYC lh e banks of 
reL y to one p ition or lhe ot hel' lepenc1ing upon lhe ign 
of Lhe sen ed v< riable 
It hould be noted that , d pending upon the applicalion, 
other forms of ign- en ing cleyice and other s\\·itching de-
yice uch a diodes, tran i lor , eleclronic swilcbe , and/or 
magnetic amplifi ers could be employ d to obtain olhel' r eali-
zat ions of q ualion ( ) . In any case Lhe following propertie 
arc ba ic lo any realizal ion : 
(1) The sign of lhe foul' variable y, y' , e, and e' are 
en cd. Thi may be thought of a lh e process of " reading 
in" the four-digiL binary logic of table] . 
(2) On. l be ba i of UlC 2l possible binary dec i ions lh ]"e-
qui red Ie cI back comb ina lions 2D{3rn, I' n as clefulccl in lable 2 
are connected around a lineal' econd-ord er member. 
It i important to lre that the onl~T type of nonlin ear 
operation required in th e realization of Lhi nonlinear con-
trol syslem are s\\·itchino--Lype operaLions. In a Id iLion, all 
tbe wilching i to be performed in feedback paths, which 
mean lhat the wil ching can be don e at low eleclronic 
power 1 yel. The e praclical fea t.ul'e a1' clefillite de ign 
advan tag . Thu , in summary, it can. b said lhat tlli 
type of nonliJlear control ystem is not onl,\- ph.,"sically 
r ealizable hut a1 0 practical from an instrumen tati on tand-
point. 
EXPERliVIE TAL VERIFICATION OF ONLINEAR CO TROL 
THEORY 
D ISCUSSfON OF s rMU LATTON TECHNIQUE 
imulation teclmiques were cho en as an experimenlal 
mod e of iJlye tiga ti on of perrorIr.ance or lhe nonlinea r con-
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trol ystem realized from eq uation (8) . The e lechniq ue 
offer th e following advantage : 
(1) Proximity to the actual control sy tem. This mean 
Lhat the ame practical feat ur with regard to in trumenta-
tion (see the ection entitled "R ealizat ion Completed") arc 
exploited to fullest advantage. Thus, ju t a in th e actual 
sy tem, th e only nonlinear device req uired for the imulated 
model i a binar~T logic feedback witching circui t (see ap-
pendix C for detail ) . Th e linear portion of t he sys tem is 
simulated on an analog computer. H ere th e only operations 
required are ummation , Lwo integralion , an lone dif-
ferentiation. These arc all operation whi ch an analog 
computer doc \nJI. It Cfin be said then that the accuracy 
to which th e imulated mod el im.ulale equation ( ) de-
pen Is primarily upon the realized feedback witching cir-
cuit. The most essential type of imperfection to bo ex-
pecled in t hi witching circuit is time clela~' in witching. 
Exactly th e ame lype of imp eric 'lion will be mel, in th e 
physical onLrol ystem. Thu th re will be more nearly a 
one-to-one CO lTe pondence beLween the imulated model and 
the actual ystem than between eithe l' and equation ( ) . 
(2) Convenience in experimental inves liga tion. In order 
to chara clerize t he output y of tll nonlinear s~· Lem com-
pletely, a se l of five parameter 
(D , 1{3, z{3 , I'Y, 21') 
and the inpul ~; must he spec ified. In the performan ce 
evaluation of the ystem it is necessary to be able lo vary 
the e characleri zing quantit ie convcn i en tl~T . Simulation 
techniqu e allo v thi . 
PRE ·ENTATIO OF EXPERIME TAL RES ULT 
Figure () to 17 present experimentall'e ults obtaineci from 
th e simulat ion ludie of cq uation ( ) . BJ'ieHy, Lhe re ult 
are presenled a follow : 
Figure 6 Lo 12 compare Lhe responses (outpuL y and eITor e) 
of the nonli neal' system wi t h lhaL of a lineal' sy tem for 
variou cla e of input x. (In comparing the lineal' and 
nonlinear re pon es it will be noted that lhere i not exact 
synchroni sm of event becau e, wiLh the available experi-
m nlal faci litie , it wa nece al'y to obtain the two re pon es 
eparately. ) The lineal' sy lem utilized i that which con-
titute the feeclforwal'cl member of the nonlinear y tem 
cou e pondin o- to the ca e wher (3",=I',. = O. The nonlinear 
y tern for figures 6 to 15 i 
'Y2= -I'1 = O.5 
Figure 6 compare Lhe y tern re pon e to inu oidal 
input and figure 7 show the rc pon e to tl'ial1gulal'-wave 
input . A partially inLegraLed quare wave x(r ) i defined 
as the outpu t of a first-order linear ystem characterized by 
Lhe transfer function H (p)= l /(exp + l ), when the input 
xl(r ) i a square wave. The re pon e of lineal' and non-
linear y tem to thi lype of input are given in figure 
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(a) :'\onlil car sy 'lem; n = w/w.= 0.1 to 0.4 in 0.1 teps. 
(b) Linear system; n=w(w.= O.1 to 0.4 in 0.1 tcp. 
(c) Xonlincar . y . tcm; n=w/ w.= 0.5 to O. in 0.) teps. 
(d) Linear system; n=w(w.=0.5 to O. in 0.1 steps. 
(c) Xonlinear. ystcm; n = w(w.= J.O to 2.0 in 0.2 sLep . . 
(f) Linear y tcm; n =w/w.= 1.0 to 2.0 in 0.2 tep. 
FIGURE 6.- Linear and nonlincar sy tcm rcsponscs for 20-\'olt peak-Lo-peak s inu oidal inputs with frequ ency n \'aried, D=O,6; 2.5 mall divisions 
on Limc cale= l normalized time unit; tick mark at bottom of figures indicate I\'hen frequ ency wa varied. 
I VE TIGATION OF A 0 LINEAR COl 'I'ROL YS'I'EM 
(a) Konlinear sy tern ; f/ = 2,,/ T= 0.1 to 0.4 in 0.1 tep. 
(b) Linear sy Lem; f/ = 2,,/ T= 0.1 to 0.4 in 0.1 steps. 
(e) Nonlinear y tern ; f/ = 2,,/ T = 0.5 to O. in 0.1 tep . 
(d) Linear y tern; n = 2,,/ T= 0.5 to O. in 0.1 step. 
(e) Nonlinear ystem; n = 2,,-jT= 1.0 to 2.0 in 0.2 teps. 
(f) Linear ystem; n = 2,,/ 'l'= 1.0 to 2.0 in 0.2 st ps. 
9 
T : 27T 
D. 
FIGURE 7.-Linear and nonlinear y tem re. pon es to 20-volt peak-to-peak triangular-wave input with period T varied. D= 0.6 ; 2.5 . mall divi. ions 
on t ime cale= l normalized time uni t; tick marks at bottom of figures indicate when periods were yari ccl. 
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(a) 1\ onlinear ystcmj a= 4 and 2. Tick mark at boUom of figure indicales when a was varied. 
(b) L i ncar sysLem j a = 4 and 2. Tick mark at bottom of figurc i ndicaLc when a wa varied. 
(c) 1\ onli near . ystemj a = 1 and 0.5. Tick mark at 1 ottom of figurc indicate when a was varied. 
(d) Linear sy tern; a = 1 and 0.5. Tick mark at bottom of figur indicates when a was varied. 
(e) 1\onlincar and linear systems; a = O. Tick mark at bottom of figurc indicate demarcaLion betwecn nonlinear and linear yslem . . 
FIGURE S.- Linear and nonlinear system responses to 20-volt pcak-lo-pcak parLially integrated square-\\'ave input. D= 0.6 ; 2.5 small division 
on limc scalc= 1 normalized time unit. 
TJlC responsl'S of the sy Lem to small inu oidal inpuL arc 
gi \'en in figurl' 9. Figurc 10 gives Lhc )'e ponsC's to clippcd 
sinu oidal input. Figurc 11 sholl' thc respon c of the 
1l0nlinC'ar system Lo inusoiclal inputs that hayc bcen di -
placed with a direct-currenL componcnt. FigUl'e 12 bows 
thc responses of lineal' and JlonlillC'ar sysLem to a triangular-
wave input who c periods and amplitude arc randomly 
mod uln,l C'd. 
FigmC's 13 to ] 5 deal with the efrects of imperfections thaL 
arc likely to b encounLered in the actual control systcm. 
Figurc 13(a) give thc results and data of an experimental 
invest igation on tbe effccts of s\\'iLching del a.,' duc to 
tllre hold in en ing Lhe iO'n of Lhe el'1'or, gn (e) for a tri-
angular-\\'avc input. The experimental re ults for a con-
stanL 9-volt input ( ee fiO'. 13(b)) are given below: 
Th1'e hold, 11lV _ _______________________ _ 
P eak-Lo-peak error, mv _________________ _ 
14 26 36 44 
44 124 220 290 
Figme 14 hows the elTects of placino. progre sively smallcr 
limit 011 the acceleration of the nonlinear ('onLrol y tern. 
For eac h value of y" limit considered, the output, output 
derivative, output acceleration, and insLantancou enol' 
arc show11 . The effects of a velocity limit on pcrformance 
of thc nonlin ar and lin al' y tems arc compared in figure 15. 
INVESTIGATION OF A NONLINEAR CO TTROL SYS'fE i( 
(a) Nonlinear iSy tern; n=w/w,=O.l to 0.4 in 0.1 steps. 
(b) Linear sy tern; n = w/w,=O.l to 0.4 in 0.1 steps . 
(c) Non lin ear sy tern; n=w/w,=0.5 to O. in 0.1 steps. 
(d) Linear system; n=w/w,= 0.5 to O. in 0.1 steps. 
(e) Non linear ystem; n=w/w,=l.O to 2.0 in 0.2 step ... 
(f) Linear s)' tern; n=w/w,=l.O to 2.0 in 0.2 teps. 
T=~ 
.a 
11 
T 
1" rO U RE 9.-Linear and nonlinear ystem respon es to 4-volt peak-to-peak sinusoidal inputs wi t h fr eq uency n varied. D= 0.6j 2.5 small divi ion 
on time scale= 1 normalized t ime unit ; tick marks at, bottom of figures indicate when frequency was varied. 
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(a) ::\onlinea J" system; Q= w(w,= O. L to 0.4 in U. L t epa. 
(b) Li ne)r s.\"slem; n = w/w,= O.l to 0.4 in 0.1 step . 
(c) No nli nea r ystem; n = w/w,= 0.5 to 0.8 in 0.1 steps. 
(d) Line::ll' system; Q= w/w,= 0.5 to O. in 0.1 (ep, . 
(e) Xon linelr system; Q= w/ w, = 1.0 to 2.0 in 0.2 steps. 
(f) Linear ~ytitcm; fl =w/w, = 1.0 to 2.0 in 0.2 sl p . 
r = 
FlG U Rg ]0. Linear and nonlinear system responses to 20-volt peak -to-peak s inusoidal input \I' ith frequency Q varied that a rc clipped ymmcl ri-
cally at ± 6 \'oll D= 0.6; 2.5 small di\' i ions on time seu le = 1 normalized time unit ; l ick merks at bottom of figure indicate whe n frequency 
\nts Yuried . 
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(a) !!= w/wv= 0.1 to OA in 0.1 steps. 
(b) !!= w/wv= 0. 5 to O. in 0.1 steps. 
:1' 
-
F I GUR E 11.- onlin car y tem rcspon e of 20- volt peak- to-peak 
inusoidal in p ut wi t h frequ en cy f! varied t hat ha been di placed by 
- 10 volts (direct-current component) for obtaining 0 culation . 
D = 0.6 ; 2. 5 small divis ions on t ime scale= 1 normali z d t ime uni t; 
t ick ma rks at bottom of fi gure indicate when frequency wa varied. 
Figure 16 presents the responses of some special case 
of the nonlinear s)" tem (special with respect to the choice 
of the (31/1 and 'Yn parameter valu es) . In tbi figure the 
system re pon e to a triangular-wave input are giv n for 
four clitrerent parameter ets. Th e parameters pertin ent 
to the e 1"e ult arc li ted in table 3 for ea y reference. 
Figure 17 Q·jve the 1"esponse of the nonlinear system pos-
ses ing a low linear damping factor D = O.l. The response 
are for a triangular-wave inpu t who e frequency was varied 
in the same mann er as that of figures 7(a) and 7(c) . 
D etailed discussion of these 1"e ults arc given in th 
ec tion en li tIed "Discu sion of R e ul t ." 
DISCUSSIO OF RES LTS 
P E RFORMAN CE EVALUATION OF SINUSOI DAL INPUTS 
To complete the syn thesi of Lhe nonlin ear con brol ystem 
that has been derived from equation ( ), i t is nece ary to 
choose the magnitudes of the parameter that characterize 
the system, that i , (D ,1(3,2(3 ,l'Y,2'Y) or (D ,(33,(32,'Y3,'YZ) ' It is 
expected that the performance of the ystem depends on 
(b) Linea r system. 
FIG UR E 12.-Linear and nonlinear s.\· tom re. ponse for t ri angular-
wa\' inpu t who. e p riod and ampli t ud e a re ra n lomly m odulated. 
D = O.6; 1 small di\'ision on t ime cale= l norm alized t ime unit. 
Magnified 300 times 
Peak - to - peak error 
Threshold 
9v 
(b) r = Wu f 
(a) N onlinear system response to triangular-wave i nput " 'ith period 
var ied a in figu re 7 (a) . D = O.6; t ick marks at bottom of fi gure 
indicate \I'hen period was varied. Thre hold i ll sen ing 'gn e was 
44 millivolt. 
(b) Constant input x(r) \Va 9 volts. 
FIGURE 13.-EffecL' of switch ing delays due to t hreshold in sensing 
sgn e. 
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(<1 ) :\online>lr y tem; no y" limit. 
(b) NonlillPar system; ± 12-'·01l y" limit. 
(c) Nonlinear system ; ± 9-,·0It y" limit. 
(el ) Nonlinear sy. tem; ± 7{-vol t y" li m it. 
(e) Nonlinear y tern; ± 6-'·0!t y" limit. 
( f) Nonlinear s.vstem; ±·J~-'·oll y" limit . 
FIGURe H.- Nonlinear sys tem responses to 20-,·0Il peak-to-peak inu oielal input with varying accelpralion limi ts. D = O.G; fl = w/w.= O.5 ; 
2.5 small eli,·isions on time sca lc= 1 normalized time unit. 
the choice of the e parameters. For tudying their in-
fluence, imulaLiol1 lechniques proyc'cllo be wry convenient. 
ExperimenLal re ull \\'ere given in figures 6 to 12 \\' here 
lhe re pon e (output y and error e) of t.he nonlinear sy tern 
was compared wilh the re ponse of a linear ystem for a 
varieLy of input. This give lhe pos ibility of establishing 
the properties of the nonlinear ~'s tem not only by il elf but 
al 0 \\-ilh respecl lo a linear standard . The linear ." Lem 
employed for thi purpose \Va thaL which constitutes the 
ieedforward member of the nonlinear sy tern (i.e., f3m='YI1 = O). 
These experiments allow parameler value for good per-
formance of the nonlinear system lo be found. Analytical 
and practical con ideration Lhat aid in the opLimization arc 
treated laler in the sectio n entiLled "Choic of Param tel' 
Value ." 
The sinu oidal r e ponse of Lhe nonlinear ancl linear .r Lems 
arc compared inngure 6. Her , lhe frequency range con-
iderecl wa 0.1~Q= w/w.~2. The peak-to-peakinpuLampli-
Lude wa 20 voll. These n ' ult ho\\- that Lhe nonlinear 
system reproduced Llle sinusoidal inputs up Lo Lhe frequency 
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1' I GURI~ J -.- Li neal' a nd non li nea r sy. tc m re ponse to 20-volt p eak-to-p 'ak s inusoid a l iliPut wi t li ± <l i - volt veloci ty l imit. D= O.G; f/ = 27r / T = 
0.5; 2.5 m all d iv isions on lim e sca lc= 1 norma lizcd t imc linit. 
Q= 1.4 with virtually ]10 in LanLaneous error when com-
pared wiLh that of the linear y tern . For higher frequencies 
the error for the nonlinear sy Lem increased rapidly Lo the 
arne order of m agnitude as that of the linear y tern. 
SubsLan tially the same comparative performance wa 
eli played by th e two sy tern when the input wa a smaller 
(4-vol t peak-to-peak) sinusoid as i shown in figure 9. 
Fig ure 11 gives the response of the nonlinear sy tern Lo a 
20-volt peak- to-peak oscula ting inusoid over th e frequ ency 
range 0.1 ~n~0.8 . This is a evere type of inpu t for the 
nonlinear system ince both x and x' simul taneously go Lo 
zero . Thi implies that y and y' ar al 0 m all 0 that in 
equ a tion ( ) the cliscon tinuou vari ation of t he parameter 
f3m,'Yn canno t b 0 effec tive in determining the acceleration 
y" , ince 
y" = x- [2D(1 + f3m)Y' + (1 + 'Yn)Y] (15) 
From the figures it is seen that the nonlinear y tem did have 
orne difficultie near the oscula ting r egions; fmther , the 
peak errol' incr eased as the frequen cy was increa cd (ee 
appendix D ) . As migh t be expected from equation (15) 
thi error for mall value of y and y ' can be reduced by 
increa ing the magni tude of the parameter (thi will be 
di cu ed in more detail in th section en tit.led " Choice of 
P arameter "). At any ra te, by comparison, the error for 
the pre en t sy tem is alway 1 ss than that of the linear 
y tem of figure 6. (In the lineal' r ealm, error i indep ndent 
of a shift in the elirect-cmrent level of the input. ) 
T aken collectively , the 20-volt , the 4-volt, and the oscu-
la ting 20-vol t sinusoidal :inputs tend to form a more r eali tic 
appraisal of the nonlinear sy tern performance than does a 
single input amplitude. There is till much that can be 
learned from a detailed stu 1y of the e three r esponse, but 
first i t i de irable to ob tain some ort of a quantiative com-
pari on between the nonlin ear and the linear ys tem per -
formance. One such compari on can be made as follow : 
(1) As ume that the input to both sys tems X(T) is, and 
has been for a long time, a 4-vol t peak-to-peak inu oid of 
frequency 
Q= w/w.= O.1 
so that as far as the linear y tern i concerned this J a 
steady-state alternating-curren t inpu t . 
4, 39 2- 59--3 
(2) D etermine how m uch Lhe band width or th e naL ural 
freq uency w. of the linear y Lem m.usL be inc ["ea ed in order 
that Lhe time average of Lh e magnitude of Lhe in lanlaneous 
elTol' 
- n ( Z1r / fl 
ieI=27rJo Iel dT 
for the linear system b e reduced to thaL value given by the 
nonlinear sy tern. 
H ere i t is easy to how that for the low-frequ ency steady-
sta 'e alternating-culTen t ca e 
= 4D lei lin :::< - n !xl max (16) 
7r 
F or an input x=lxlmaxeiilT the teady- taLe elTor is given by 
0 [" 
Fo r mall value of n this eq nation yield 
e :::< lx lmax[I- (1-in2D+ . .. )]eH1T 
:::< Ixl max (in2D) eiflT 
bu l 
= Ii'" 2 lellin=- lel 7llax sm nT clnT=-lel771ax 
7r 0 7r 
t herefore 
For t he given sys tem and input 
iell in :::< O.1 5 
(17) 
For the nonlinear sy tern and the same input (appro:ATInate 
calculation from the mu eh larger and clearer original of 
fig . 9 (a)) 
ieI nonlin :::< 0.01 
T hu , 
= 1 = 
lel noll l1n :::< 15 Ie! lin 
I ow from equation (17), since [/= w/w., i t is seen t hat in 
order to r educe lel lin by th is factor of 15 that w. m u t be 
increa ed by the arne factor. 
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FlOUR);; 16.-Rc pon es of n nlincar y t m with four diffc l'cnt para-
mcter sets to a 20-volt peak-Lo-peak t riangular-wave inpu t with 
fix ed period T = 1071'. D= 0.6; 2.5 sma ll division on Lime scale = 
J normalized Lim e unit ; tick mark at bottom of figurcs indi caLe 
demarcation between systcms. For sy terns' numbcring see table 3, 
(al Complete y tern 1 and system with no derivative feedback 2. 
System 1: f33=- f3o= 2; f32=- f3, = 0.5; 'Y3=-'Yo= 2; 'Y2= -'Y, = 0.5, 
Sys tem 2: f33=- f30 = 0; f32=- f3, = 0; 'Ya=- 'Yo= 2 ; 'Y2=-'Y,= 0.5. 
(b) S:ys tem wiLh no e' scns ing 3 and y tern wiLh no e en ing in deri-
vative feedback loop and no e' se n ing in prOpOl'Lional feedback 
loop 4. 
Sys tem 3; f33=- f3o= 2; f32=- f3, = 2; 'Y3=-'Yo= 2; 'Y2=-'Y, = 2. 
System "J: f33=- f3o = 2; f32=- f3,=- 2; 'Y3=-'Yo= 2; 'Y2=-'Yl = 2. 
(c) Completc sysL 111 5 and ys tem with no derivative feedback 6. 
Sy tem 5: f33= - tio= 10; ti2= - til = 1; 'Y3= -'YO= 10; 'Y2= -"),, = 1. 
Sys tem 6: f33=- f30 = 0; f32=- f3, = 0' 'Y3=-'Yo= 10 ' 'Y2=-'Y' = 1. 
(d) S:ysLem with no e' ,en ing 7 and y~tem wiLh no ~ ensing in deri-
va t Ive feedback loop a nd no e' ens ing in proportional f edback 
loop 8. 
System 7: f33= - f3o= 10; f32= - f3, = 10; 'Y3= -'YO= 10 ; 'Y2= -'Y, = 10. 
Sy t em : f33= - f3o= 10; f32= - f3, = - 10; 'Y3= -'YO= 1O; 'Y2= -'Y, = 1O. 
FIG URE 16.-Continued. 
I n the example of the linear control system of figlU'e 1 and 
equation (5) this incl' a e ill w. by a factor of 15 would mean 
that the gain J{I mu t be increased by the order of magnitudc 
of (15)2 since 
The gain J{2 must be increased by an order of magnilucle of 
15 if the value of D hall not change. ucb an increa e in 
the loop gain is frequcntly not at all phy ically possible. 
(a) n = 271'/ T = 0.1 to 0.4 in 0.1 s tep, 
(b) n = 271'/ T = 0.5 to 0.8 in 0.1 'teps. 
FIG RE 17.- Nonlincar system responses Lo 20-volt p eak-to-peak 
triangu lar-wave input with period Tvaried. D = O.l; f33= -f3o= 12; 
f32=- f3, = 3; 'Y3=- 'Yo= 2; 'Y2=- 'Y, = 0.5; 2.5 small divi ions on time 
scale= 1 normalized time unit; tick marks at bottom of figures 
indicate when period wa varied. 
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Up to thi point little attention has been given to the 
detailed natme of the nonlinear system response. Oloser 
in pection of, for example, figmes 6 (a) and 6 (c) sho\l1s that 
the output y is a ftmction that link erpentul e fashion 
(oscillate) at a very high rate abou t the input x, but till 
the magnitude of the error i small. In fact , it is necessary 
to inspect the error at a scale 20 tlines larger than that of 
the output even to notice thi phenomenon. 1ifathemati-
cally this means that the functions x and y approach one 
another closely bu 1, that theu' derivatives differ appreciably. 
Ph ysically, however, this is not at all unde u'able as long as 
the magnitude of the error is small. (Actually for mechanical 
systems thi property would be useful in preventulg static 
friction.) Thi fine-grained 0 cillatulg character of y i the 
very essence of the nonlinear control theory. Every tima 
the errol' or error derivative goes through zero the parameter 
set (3m,'Yn of equation (8) changes discretely as defined in 
equations (13) or by the bUlary logic of table 2. The discrete 
changes in the parameter caus discontinuities in the second 
derivative y", which when integrated twi.ce give y i ts serpen-
tUle character. To illustrate this point, the sketch of figure 
18 shows samples of the sup erposed input and output of the 
nonlinear system. The input in thi case could be that of 
figure 6 (a) or 9 (a) . 
y x 
FIGURE 1 .- tik t ch showing portions of superposed input and output 
of nonlinear system magnified approxjmately 100 times. 
OU'cIe (a) in figme 18 is a typical cycle of the oscillating 
character of the output y. Oommencing at 'To, the error 
changes ign at 'To, the binary number 0011 is "read into" 
the feedback switching circuit of figme 5, and u ing the 
notation of table 2 the parameter combination (331'3 is switched 
into the cu'cuit. This causes an immediate r eversal in the 
sign of the output acceleration y" , so that at tUne 'TJ the 
error derivative changes sign , the binary number 0010 i 
read in, and the parameter combination (321'2 i switched into 
the circuit; acceleration i till in the same direction bu 1, 
weaker . At time 'Tz th error again changes sign, the binary 
number 0000 occms, and the combination (30"10 is switched 
into the cU'cuit; acceleration is in the opposite du'ection. 
At time 'T3 the errol' derivative changes sign, the binary 
number 0001 occm , and (3t'Y1 is switched in; LlLis }'educes 
the acceleration until at time 'T4 the error again changes 
sign, 0011 occurs, (331'3 is again swi.tchcd in; the cycle is 
complete. Although i t wa not mentioned at the time, 
figure 2 shows this sequence of (3m,1'n combinations . The 
nature of the acceleration resulting from the witching can 
be seen in figure 14 (a) . 
The comparable switching cycle for y> O and y' < 0 as 
shown in ciTcle (b) of figure 18 is: 
Logic 
0111 
0110 
0100 
0101 
0111 
Parameter 
(30"13 
(31'Y2 
(33"10 
(321'1 
(301'3 
linilarly, for y< 0 and y' < 0 as shown in cU'cle (c) of figure 
18: 
Logic Parameters 
1100 (331'3 
1101 (321'2 
1111 (301'0 
1110 (31'Y1 
llOO (33'Y3 
Thi i the mirror-linage switching cycle for circle (a) (see 
properLy (4) in the s ction "Properties of Equation (8)" and 
also th8 discus ion in the section "Switchino- Logic"). 
Finally, for y< O and y' > O as in circle (d) of figure 18: 
Logic Parameters 
1000 (30"13 
1001 (3 t'Y2 
1011 (331'0 
1010 (321'1 
1000 (301'J 
This i the mirror-linage switching cycle for cil·de (b ). 
With this insight into the detailed behavior of the non-
linear system more information can be obtauled from the 
experlinental sinusoidal respon es of figures 6,9, and 11 that 
have up until now been treated from a macroscopic rather 
than microscopic viewpoint. Along these lines, the following 
ox:p erimentally observed facts are noteworthy: 
(1) In comparing the errors for the 4-vol t and the 20-volt 
peak-to-peak sinusoidal inputs in Lile frequency range of 
good reproduction 0.1~n~0.8, itis seen Lhat: 
(a) The magnitude of the errors are nearly the ame ( ee 
figs. 6 (a) and 6 (c) and 9 (a) and 9 (c)). 
(b) The period of the error is generally smaller in the 
larger amplitude casco This is even more pronounced if the 
4-volt peak-to-peak ca e is compared with figure 11 for y 
in the region of -20 volts. 
(2) Good reproduction is characterized by many e and e' 
switchings (ee fig . 18) per cycle of the input. A input 
frequency is increa ed and the upper limit of mall orror is 
reached (fig . 6 (e) and 9 (e)) the e and e' switchings become 
more ulfrequent until there arc finally only two of each per 
cycle of the inpu t. 
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The fact that the period of the error is malleI' for larger 
inputs can be gleaned from equation (8) when it i rearranged 
a 
or rOlwhh-b _ 
y" = - [2D(1 + {3", )y' + 'YnY] + (.c-y ) 
y" ~ -[2 D(J + t9", )x' + 'Ynx] (18) 
For a syslem with specified {3", ,'Yn parameter values, the larger 
inpul a11d input der ivat ive will give tronger discontinuities 
in y" as the {3"" 'Y ,, combinations change . This implies that 
(3,,,, 'Y ,, will change more often making the period of the er]'o)' 
malle]'. See figl11'e 14 (a) for lhe justification of the approxi-
ma tions in equation (18) sin ce y, y', y", and x are showll in 
this figlll'e. (The input x was sketched in by hancl. ) 
In the frequency range of good reproduction the reason 
that the magnitude of the e1'1'o)' is virtuall~· independen t of 
the input amplitude cannot be explained from equation (8) 
sin ce t his fact i intimately tied in with t he imperfections 
in the feedback: witching circuit (sec section en titled 
"Effects of Switching Imperfections" for details) . As 
m easUl'ed from the experimen tal sinusoidal respon e , 
le lmaT i ot the order of 15 to 20 millivolt. It might be 
noted that earlier in this section the smaller 4-volt peak-to-
peak input sinusoid was employed in the comparison when 
it was determin ed that Wv should be increased by a factor 
of 15 in order to obtain the same le i l i n' This choice of the 
smaller input was decidedly in favor of the lineal' system 
since th e lineal' error increases lin early with input amplitude. 
Thus, if the 20-vol t peak-to-peak input were used, an 
in crease in Wv by a factor of 5X 15 = 75 would be required 
to obtain the same I~ l i n. ' 
The fact that there is a c01'1'ela tion between good repro-
du ction (small error) and the existence of many errol' and 
error-derivative switchings is very important since it is the 
key to understanding the upp l' limits of good performance 
of the nonlinear system. One approximate way to investi-
gate this matter is to e tablish a deficiency between tb e 
ou tpu t acceleration required for good reproduction (many 
switching) and the available output acceleration. Equation 
(18) gives an approximation to the output acceleration when 
the ystem is functioning well. As an example of this 
approach consider the inpu t x to be a sinusoid of frequen cy 
Q (fig . 6 or 9) . Since 
lx' / /max==' Q2/X/rnax 
it is Lo be expected that the nonlinear system will have the 
greatest difficulty in the vicinity of IX /max where, from equation 
(18) , 
Thus, if in this r egion the output y is going to interweave 
the input x (as is characteristic of good reproduction), then 
Iy" / max > Ix" lmax 
Thi inequality then places an upper limit on good perform-
ance of the system in response to sinusoids 
(19) 
For the ys tem used in obtaining the experimental results of 
figure 6 and 9, l'Yn lmax= 2; therefore, 
Inspection of both figure 6 (e) and 9 (e) tend to ubstantiate 
the above result. For example, in figure 9 (e) it i seen fo1' 
Q=1.2 (after the tran sient caused by turning on the input 
has brell absorbed ) that as the input goes through it maA'1-
mum, frequent e an d e' witchings top and do not occur 
again as the frequency i increa ed. 
P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF I NPUTS OTHER THA I S IN USOIDAL 
1 n the precedi ng eclion only the sinusoidal response of 
the nonlin ear co ntrol sysLem was discu sed in studying 
performance . However , it is easy to see that the nonlinear 
system will cop e with any inpu t in the same manner as it 
docs with inusoicls. Thus, as long as the magnitude of 
input acceleration docs not continuously exceed the available 
magnitude of the output acceleration the switching process 
will commence and excell ent reproduction will result. Thi 
type includes inputs with di continuou derivatives and 
discontinuous input . The experimental sinusoidal re-
sponses of figures 6, 9, and 11 themselves give some indica-
tio n of these facts. For example, in figure 6 (a) there was 
an initial di continui ty in the inpu t and there were dis-
continuitie in the input derivative when the frequency 
was changed. The result ill figures 7, 8, 10, and 12 prov 
fu r ther that t he nonlinear sys tem response is not dependent 
upon any specific type of input. Given in these figures are 
triangular-wave , partially in tegrated square-'wave (includinO' 
quare-wave), clipped inusoiclal, and random 4 input , 
respecti vely. 
It should be noted that in the li terature (refs. 1 and 3 to 5) 
a marginal- type input that would present a case of indecision 
to lhe switchin g circuit of the nonlinear sy tem is discu sed. 
This ase has never been encountered experimentally even 
when the attempt wa to produce this case . Thu , the 
marginal-type input is not considered practically important. 
USE OF PHASE-PLANE METHODS TO STUDY PERFORM A CE 
The phase-plane method that were u ed in the original 
analytical developmen t of equa tion (8) (refs. 1 and 3 to 5) 
can also be gainfully employed in stud ying the performance 
of the nonlinear control system derived from equation ( ) 
once thE' f3", and 'Yn parameter values have been specifi ed. 
(In this section it is important to distinguish between {3", 
and 'Yn parameter values, i. e., {33= 2, {32 = 1, etc ., and {3".'Yn 
parameter combination , i. e., (33'YO, etc.) 
• In the strict statistical sense the probability that the inputs sbown in figures 12 (a) and 
12 (b) are not samples of random stationary time series is admitted ly high becanse of existing 
experimental facilities . These inputs were obtained by random mannal modulation (both 
frequcncy and amplitude) ofa triangular-wa"e inputof peak-to-peak ampli tude A and period 
Twl1C),C 
O<A<20 "OILS 
0.1 <fI.=2"IT<0. 
Random manual modulation means that the operator varied by hand both the frequency 
and ampli tudo controls of the input generator as random ly as possible. In the present in-
vestigation the comparative results of the lillear and non linear res po uses to what appear to 
be band-limited random inputs arc felt to be more important than the exact statistical prop-
art ie of the inputs. 
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If in equation ( ) the enol' e= (x-y) is a umed mall, 
th n the output y can be apPl'o;;;imated by porlion of 
curve that ati fy the autollomou differential equaLio n 
d2y ely-d~-+ 2D (1 + f3m) -l· -+ 'YnY=O 7 G 7 (20) 
where D, f3,n, and 'Yn are defin d in the section "?\onlineal' 
Control Theory." Further, if dy/d7=Y', the e approxi-
mating curve are defined in tlle y'y pha e plane by 
(21) 
where }vI is a eon tant clepellding on inilial con lition and 
Equation (21) comes from integration of the fir t-order 
differential equation 
ely' -2D(1+ f3 m) y'-'YnY 
dy y'l 
(22) 
ince Lhe parLicular f3m, 'Yn combinat,ion employed in each 
point of th pha e plane depends ulon y, y', e, and e', four 
approximatinO' curves go through each point ( e app nelix 
E ). The tangent to the e curve (eq. (22)) inelicate four 
direction which lie in an angular ector (see fig. 19). Thi 
angular ector i defined by the two extreme directions which 
apply if e and e' have the arne ign. The two inner direction 
value apply if e and e' have oppo ite sign. By uperpo ing 
the input x'x phase plane on thi y'y plane it can be stated 
that at any point thc tangent Lo the input phase eurve mu t 
y x 
2x' 
FIG Rg 19.- Pllase-plane angula r seeLor defin ed by equation (22) for 
the given p!1rameter value. Itl=1.5; 2tl= 0.5 ; t'y=0.45; 21'= 0.05 ; 
2D = 0.25 ; w.= 2. 
be included within thc shaded angular secto]' (di cus cd 
above) if small errol' i Lo be obtained. Thu, equn,Lion (22) 
can be used to study performance. The width of the angular 
ector changes with the ratio y/y' for given f3m and '1'" param-
eter values. It is largest (180°) for y'I --,)O and malle t for 
y = O if (1+f3",) and 'Yn have Lhe same sign . However, the 
width for y' --,)O is noL ignificant ince all pha e curves 
(including the input) have infinite lope there. Tbu , along 
lhe line y' = O the curvature of lhe inpuLphasecurvemu t be 
u eel to determine limits on good performance. 1' l1e l'adiu 
of curvature of Lhe input must b .:: smaller than thaI, of tllc 
flattc~ t approximaLil1O' curve. 
In or leI' Lo illu LraLe Lhe u e of t.hese pha e-plane method 
in predicting limiL of good performance con icier lhe example 
of a sinu oidal input x= in ~h. In this ca e the input i 
I'epre en ted by an ellip c in the phase planc and 
d(x') X 
__ = _02. _ 
d x ." x' 
In the uperpo cd xx' and ?iy' phase plane of figure 20 nre 
hown three inu oidal-input pha e curve (i. c., three 
different frequencies) and lhe familie of pha e trajectol'ic 
of equation (22) for Lhe f3"" 'Yn combinaLions wher e and e' 
have the arne ign. (In order to avoid extensive compuLa-
tion the parametcr value'S indicated in fig. 20 arc lhose 
of an earIierinve Ligation (eercI.l ) .) Thus, the tangent to 
two inter ecting pha e curvc define th anO'ular cLOl' at lhat 
point" as ha been discus cd. By tracing the input with clif-
feren t values of Q iL can he under tood thaL good petfol'mance 
for Lhe presen ted y tern an be 0 blain d only for [1 < [10 where 
Qo i theparameterbcloogiogLothatellip ewhichha the arne 
radius of emvatur as the cmve lhrough (fj,Y' )=(l ,O). 
(Note that the radius of CUl"vature of the approximating 
curve jumps at y' = O and is smaller for y' < O. ) In the 
fir t quadrant (i . e., approaching y' = 0 from y' > O) this 
radius of eurvature i given by 
inee at thi point the ellip e radiu of curvature i [12/ 1, 
Q2 < 'Y"y 
Therefore, for the fir L quadrant 
(23) 
H ere it shoull be noted that thi is the amc re ulL a that 
obLained in the section entitled "Performance Evaluation of 
inu oidal Inputs" even thouO'h the paramctcr values are 
different. For the ystem of figure 20, '1'3=0.5; Lhll Q< .,/0.5. 
Another example i given by the input x= l -e-aT with 
d(x' )/dx=-a. ince Lhe smalle t angular sector i aL y = O, 
a = 2D(1 + ,6max) determine the limits on performance. 
Thi means that for the ystem represent din fiO'ure 20 good 
control ean be expected for a value of a lightly maller than 
0.75. 
A tep input i represented by x= l-e- aT with a--,)"" . The 
picture in the pha e plane is x= 1- (l/a )x' wiLh a--,)"" . For 
very large values of a this is a traight line whi 11 forms a 
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FIG l ' R E 20. - Supcl'poscd inpu t and ouLpu L phasc plancs sho\\' ing avail-
ablc angu lar sectors for s inusoidal input .. ,13 = 1.5 ; ,1' = 0.45 ; 213= 
0.5; 21' = 0.05: 2D = 0.25; w, = 2; 113 lmo. = 2; 11' lmo. = 0.5; 113 lmin= l ; 
11' lmi.= OA. 
small angle \\·ith .f' =0. For (X-l>CXl the curve degen erates to a 
poin t (x = I , .r' =0). There is no doubt that a perfect followup 
of a lep is not po sible because for practi cal reasons the line 
for large yalue of (X does not lie in the allowed angular seoLor 
at allY poin tit i pa sing through. 
Related to th e tep input is the square-wave input. A por-
tion of the output pha e trajectory for a quare-wave input 
to the .,-ste m of figul'e 8 (e) is hown in figure 21. Figure 21 
compu ted with t he help of the differen tial equation 
2D (1 + {3",) y' l + (1 + 'Yn)Y-x 
Thi equation i obtained from equation (8) by replacing 
d2y/dT2 byy'l(dy'ddy). In this example one cannot immediately 
use approximating CUl'ves for designing the outpu t beeause 
the enol' is too big at the tart of the motion. The computed 
diagram is in good agreement with the te t run shown in 
figure (0) . 
y 
I I I I 
-+--+-+-1--.= r=-1 --+ I 
' / 
t--t--I--;.-
\ 
\ 
I 
-r-I-+-+-+--I-+ -+-~-t-- -t- 1 -I---
Square wo ve 
FIGURE 21.- Porl ion of output ph3SC diagram for squa rc-wavc inpuL. 
133=- 130= 2 ; 132=- 13, = 0.5; 1'3=- 1'0= 2 ; 1',=-1', = 0.5 ; D= 0.6; 
w, = l. 
E~'FECTS OF S WIT CHING IMPERFECTIONS 
In equation (8) it is assumed that the parameters {3", and 'Yn 
change upon exact zero coincidellce of anyone or more of the 
variables y, y' , e, and e' as clefillCcl in equation (J3) or by the 
logic of table 2. Physical imperfections, however, preclude 
this possibility . Tll1ls, in Lhe simulated model of equation 
(8), exact zero coincidence can no t be detected becau e of 
threshold effects, and relay are subject to Lime lag (both 
mechanical and electrical), dead zone, and cha ttel'. 
In the presen t section an attempt is rna Ie to evaluate the 
effects that the e switching imperfection had on the e~q)eri­
mental result in order to obtain some practical de ign criteria 
for specifying switching requirement for good performance 
in other application of Lhis method of nonlinear control. 
The experimentalresulLs of figures 6, 9, and 11 can be u cd 
Lo demonstrate that relay imperfectio ns ,,-ere no t importan t 
in the simulated model. Comparison of the sinusoidal r e-
sponses in these figme 11a hown that the period of the elTOr 
became smaller a the magnitude of the input ampli tude was 
increa ed. (This wa di cussed in th e ec tion " P erformance 
Evaluation of Sinusoidal Inputs.") From figure 11 (a) in the 
region of iyi :=:: 20 volLs (the larO'es (. magnitude considered in all 
the experimental studies) the period of the elTor T . i 
measured as 
T here al'e four parameter swi tchings pel' enol' cycle (see fig. 
J ) . Assuming the e to bc approximately un iformly spaced , 
the minimum time between parameter witching is approxi-
mately T e/4. N ow a uming that the relay must be capable 
of closure in at lea t one-fifth of th is time, the maximum 
allowable (real timc) switching delay t",d is 
(23) 
I n thi simula ted model Wv= 1 radiall pel' econd . Therefore, 
t ",a:=:: 1 0 milli ec 
As given in table 4, the relays employed were capable of 
closure in 3 milli econd or less so that they were entirely 
adequate for the experimental tudies. 
(After lhe investigation reported here in the main text wa 
fini shed, Dr. H. E. Lindberg performed a number of eArperi-
mcnts to study quanlitatively the influence of time delays on 
the prdormance of this control system (see appendix: A). H e 
investigated the influ en 0 of switchin O' delay in the indi-
viduall'elays and additionally that of a delay in the output 
lin e of all relays (represented by an analog-computer appro:\.i-
mation of e- tdP ) . The results indicate that for sinusoidal 
inputs with frequencie up to 0.8 of the natural frequency of 
t,he undamped lin eal' member W v , for example, the maximum 
errol' can be held within 5 p ercon L of the maximum value of 
the input wiLh relay delay as la rge as 47/wv millisecon 1 . 
For a natural frequency of 10 cps Lhis would be a delay of 
0.75 millisecond. After thi relay delay i selec ted, the maxi-
mum e1'1'Ol' pel' input cycle is con iclerably les for lower input 
frequencies. For instance, at w= O.lwv the maximum elTor 
pel' input cycle would be slightly more than 1 pel·cent. AI 0, 
the average enol' would be less than this (see fig. 31 ) .) 
The ability to disregard Lhc rclay in the evalu ation of the 
efl'ects of switching imperfection on performance leave only 
threshold effect in sen ing the sign of tbe variables y, y', e, 
and e' to be considered . As has been observed and eli cu sed 
in the section "Performance Evaluation of Sinusoida.l Inputs" 
the a.mpli tude of the errol' for the nonlinear y tem. \\' as rela-
tively independent of the magnitude of the input (i. e., when 
the system is operating in the rapid e to e' switching sequence 
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o that Lhis is the minimum-enol' case). This constancy of 
the lower limit on the error magnitude i caused by switch-
ing imperfections and tIlLl thresholl in en ing the ign of 
variables. ince uncleI' a normal swit hing equence there 
are many more e and e' witchings than y 01' y' wiLching 
and since the error i of an order of magnitude less than the 
error derivative, the primary cau e of the lower limit on 
enol' is 10 alized as threshold in ensing the sign of the elTOI'. 
Figure 13 hows the re ult of an inve tigation of thi 
threshold effect. In all system-r esponse fio-mes except 
figme 13 the peak-to-peak thre hold was approximately 14 
millivolt. In figure 13 (a) the peak-to-p ak threshold was 
44 millivolt so that flgmes 7 (a) and 13 give a good com-
pari on of the effects of these two threshold value . 
CHOICE OF PARAMETER VALUES 
The performance of a completely pecified nonlinear sy~­
tern ha been discu ed . The parameter values for thls 
ystem, that is , 
D = 0.6 
(33=- (30=2 
(32= - (31 = 0.5 
'Y3 = -'Yo=2 
'Yz= -'Yl = 0.5 
were initially cho en in the following manner: D wa first 
elected to give good linear ystem performance; then the 
mallest values of the (3m an 1 'Yn parameters giving good non-
lin ear system performance were chosen experimentally from 
a ystematie variation of parameter utilizing the simulated 
ystem. This particular set of (3m and 'Yn parameter. values 
can thu be denoted as ((3",,'Yn)min ince they establish the 
lower bOlmd on parameter values for good nonlinear system 
performance. The physical ignifLCance of ((3m''Y~)min is that 
loop o'ains an 1 acceleration requirem nt of the !tnear mem-
ber a~'c minimized since (3", and 'Yn are feedback gain con-
tants. 
From the di cus ion in th section "Performance Evalua-
t ion of inu oidal Input " centering about equation (1 ) or 
from the phase-planc methods of the preeeding section it is 
to be expected that a general increase in the parameter 
values over ((3",,'Yn)min will result in improved nonlinear sys-
tem performance by increa ino- th available aceeleration of 
the ysLem or inerea ing the angular seetors in the phase 
plane. Inspection of figllTes 16 (a), system 1, ancl 16 (e), 
sy tern 5, sbows Lhi to be true. In figure 16 (a) the pal'am-
eter values were ((3""'Yn),,,in as given above, and in figlU'e 
16 (e), ysLem 5, they were 
(33= - (30= 10 
(32= -(31 =1 
'Y3= -'Yo= 10 
'Y2=-'Yl=1 
On comparing the performanee of the e two y tern it is 
noted that the corners of the input Ll'iangular wave are re-
produced with Ie errol' by the ystem of figme 16 (e) . 
Thus far then it would eem that there is no upper bOlUld 
on the parameter values; that is 
Invariably, however, there will be upper bound on the value 
of the parameter because of acceleration limit in th phy-
ical y tem. FigllTe 14 shows the effects of placing pro-
o-ressivcly malleI' acceleration limit on the y tern. Here 
it i een that for ly"b>O.3Iy" lmax performance is not ap-
preciably affected but for values less than Lhis o-ood per-
formance is no longer obtained 0 that acceleration limits 
definitely tend to determin ((3".,'Yn) max' In general , then, 
there will be a whole range of values of (3", and 'Yn; that i , 
((3""'Y,.),,,ax> ((3".,'Yn) > ((3""'Yn),,,in 
for which good nonlinear sy tem performance result. The 
final choice mn t depend upon the particular application and 
can easily be found experimentally, 
There arc certain special ca e of the (3". and 'Yn parameter 
values that lead to implified feedback switching circuits 
and thus lead to nonlinear systems that are simpler to realize. 
In table 3 tln-ee of these are denoted as ca e (1) no derivative 
feedback, case (2) no e' sensing, and case (3) no e en ing 
in derivative feedback loop and no e' sensing in proportional 
feedback loop. 
By making inopelaLive the appropriate relays in figm~ 5 
the impli.fi.ed switching cireuits for these cases are eas]ly 
obtained. It i desirable then to in pect the performance 
of these special cases (in omparison with that of the om-
plete y tem) to ascertain whether or not as good performance 
can be obtained with Ie complexity. Figme 16 shows the 
respon e of these cases in compari on with that of the com-
plete system. Figmes 16 (a) and 16 (b) differ from figmes 
16 (c) and 16 (d) in that the general magnitude of Lhe 
parameters wa increased in figure 16 (c) and 16 (d) . 
These result show that ca e (2) i not worthy of much 
eOll ideration sinee the magnitude of the 0 eiHating error 
is large, Cases (1) and (3), however, should be consi lered 
for certain applicaLion . For example, if it were kno \\rn 
that the amplitude eli Lributioll of th inpuL \I-as relatively 
void neal' zero, then ea e (1) would erve as well as the 
case of the compleLe y tem. Ca e (3) show nearly con tan t 
percentage elTor so that it could be u eful in case where 
accmacy wa not so important a economy in component. 
To thi point the parameter D has received litLIe aLLention 
mainly becau e iLs value (within limiL ) i not partieularly 
important. It has been ob el'ved experimentally that D 
may be anywhere in the range 0 ~D ~ 1 even for ({3m,'Yn)min 
and performance of the nonlin ear y tern is not affected. 
Inspection of th e block diagram of the nonlinear ystem 
(fig, 4 or 5) shows that the physical ignificanee of the 
variation of D for given values of (3,n,'Yn i that the damping 
facLor of the linear member a.nd the derivative feedback 
around the linear member change sinlulLaneou ly. A case 
of mor practical importance uch as mighL arise in aero-
dynamic applications of thi type of control sysLem is Lbe 
varia Lion of D for given yalues of D(3m,'Yn' ThaL i , the 
clamping factor of Lhe linear mem b l' alone varies while the 
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f eedback values arouncl this m ember remain unaffected 
Even in thi ca e it has been found that the nonlinea.r system 
performs well . For example , figure 17 ho,,'s the respon e 
of the nonlin ear system 
D = 0.1 
i33 = - i3o= 12 
i32=- {31 =3 
'Y3= -"Yo= 12 
"Y2=-"Yo= 0.5 
to triangular-wave iJlputs, while figure 7 shows the respoJl e 
of the system 
D = 0.6 
i33 = -{3o = 2 
i32 = -{31 = 0.5 
'Y3 =-"Yl = 2 
'Y3=-'Yo= 0.5 
Lo the same inputs. Comparing these results it j een thai 
performance i nearly the arne for both system. 
PRELIMINARY EXTENSION TO HIGHER ORDER SYSTEMS 
From a pracLical standpoint, limitations in the appli-
cability of the nonlinear control y tern described by equation 
(8) do not tem from the inabiliLy to realize th e feedback 
switching circuit but rather from assuming the lineal' 
membcr to be of econd order. In many case a more 
realistic approach is to consider the linear member to be of 
high er order but still pl'edominan LIy second order. Figure 
22 shows the block diagram of a th ird-order y tem of th is 
nature. The linear feed forward member could be, for 
example, the servo of fiO'Ul'e 1 includinO' the effect of arma-
ture inductance. The same econd-order feedback s\yi tching 
circuit \Va still employed. Rowenr, it could not be 
x 
Input ( T p + I ) (p2 + 20p + I ) 
Sensed 
voriobles- --y 
I 
I 
I 
I 
y' e 
y 
Output 
e' 
FIG URE 22.- Block diagram of third-order nonlincClr control system. 
(a) :\'onlineal'system. {33 =-{3o=2; (32=-{31= O.1 ; 'Y3=- 'Yo = 2; 'Y2= 
- 'Yl =-O.5. 
(b) Linear ystem. 
FIGl.'RE 23.- Linear and nonlinear third-order system responses to ran-
dom input. T = O.l ; D = O.6 ; 2.5 small division on t ime cale= l 
normalized time unit. 
e>""Pected that the i3 m,'Yn parameter values l'I;main the same. 
Figure 23 compare the re pon e of a third-order linear and 
nonlinear sy tem. Rere it is seen that Lhe nonlinear ystem 
stillre ponded with much les error than the lineal' y tcm. 
On the ba is of the comparative performance of the e two 
systems il seem important to further studie toward control 
of general higher ord r sy tems u ing techniques similar to 
tho e developed in thi investigation. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
From control equation () a econd-order nonlinear 
control system that tends to maintain small in tantaneous 
errol' for relatively arbitrary inputs has been synthesized 
u ing digital-computer techn ique. The only typ e of 
nonlinear operations required in the realization arc witching-
type opemtions (zero-coincidence detection and parameter 
switchin g). The witching requil'emen ts arc evere from 
the aspect of detector en itivity and switch ing time delay 
b1.l t not impract ical ince all the switching is done in feedback 
paths at low power levels and may thu be perfol'mecl 
electronically. 
The system demands sensing of :lIT01' and enol' rate of 
change. ince general noise in a y tern of this type has to 
be expected, both elTor and enol' rate arc moothed. The 
influence of time delay in the relays and of a gl'ncraI tran port 
delay on the performance of the sy lem has been inve tigated 
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and diagram han b en dey loped which allow one to 
e timate the maximum enol' du e to imperfection . 
IL i a difficult ta k Lo compare the performance of a non-
linear y tem wi h that of a linear ystem because no g neral 
criterion for compari on i available. Since for nonlinear 
ystem the law of upel'po ition doe not hold, it is not 
adequate to choose the re pon to a certain input (c. g., the 
tep input) a a criterion for prrformance compari ons. A 
number of different input therefore have been cho en for 
exhibiting the qualitir of the nonli near ystem. 
EA'Perimental re ult indicate that till type of nonlinear 
control y tern perform better than a linear control ystem 
havinO' a normalized frequency 15 time greater. Perform-
ance i evaluated in term of the average value of thr magni-
tude of the instanLaneou error for band-limited input . 
Further, the nonlinear ystem performance i virtually 
indepel1 lent of variation in the damping factor of the 
y tern. 
'l"ANFORD UNIYER ITY, 
TANFORD, OALIF., October 18, 1957. 
APPENDIX A 
INFLUE CE OF TIME DELAYS 
B.v H. E. LINDBERG 
In the experiment reported in the maiu text of Lhis report, 
the relay were carefully elected in order to keep the bad 
effects of finite clo me time to a minimum and no really 
quantitative study of uch clo ure delays was made at that 
time. Later, studie of thi particular sy tern were con tinued 
and quantitative information about the influence of imper-
fections 011 the performance of the co n trol system i pre ented 
here. 
One numerical and t\\TO experimental method of finding 
re pon e " 'ith relay delay arc u eel. Plots of maxrimum 
enol' incurred per inpu t cycle arc given for inusoidal inpu ts 
of various frequencie and for various relay delays. Effect 
of a tran port time delay arc al 0 di cu ed. 
r FLUENCE ZO E A D TY P ES OF DELA YS 
The sy tern described by equation ( ) can be interpreted as 
describino- either of Lhe ystems hown in figure 24 if there 
arc no imperfections to be on idered. However, ther arc 
certainly relay imperfections and there may be transport 
delays. Relay imperfection would affecL directly those 
x 
(0) 
\ 
p2+ 2Dp 
'-Switching computer 
I 
, 
'S witching computer 
(a) lotor-Ioad . ystem. 
(b) implified airframe system. 
y 
y 
FIGURE 24.- Block diagrams of two physical system glVlnO" same 
differential equation providing no imperfections ex ist. 111, point 
tran port delay is intra luced inlo circuit. 
24 
parts of the system that arc encircled by dotted lines in 
figure 24, that is, only the di con tinuou feedback path , 
If no further imperfections are con idered, the re ult of uch 
a study apply equally well to both confio-ul'ation hown in 
figure 24 becau e the switching computer ee the arne 
lineal' member in either case. Other tudies, however, can 
conceivably be made on these ystem ,\'her the difference 
between the two confio-Ul'ation become ignificant. A 
tudy of transport delay introduced at point m, for in tance, 
would certain ly giye different re ult for fio-llre 24 (a) and 
24 (b) becau e in figure 24 (a) the output y is fed directly 
through thi poinL while in £gUTe 24 (b) no uch feedback 
is pre ent becau e the equivalent of such a feedback i built 
into the differential equation of the mechanism being 
controlled (equivalent, i. e., when there arc no imperfection ). 
On e of the mo t serious imperfeclions to be con idered in 
the design of a relay servomechani m i th time la,g between 
the application of a signal to the relay and the actllal clo ing 
01' opening of the relay. As ociatecl very clo ely with th is 
imperfection arc other phenomena, uch a ignal thrc hold, 
relay dead time (Lhe perio 1 of time in which the relay a,rm 
is in contact with neither terminal), and contacL bounce. 
The only imperIe tion tuclied here i relay tim lao-, because 
in mo t rci.ay dead timo is very mall a compared with the 
relay lag time. Contact boun ce i al 0 a econdm:y effect 
and is bet tel' tudied in an actual in talla tion. By appro-
priate .interpretation, the result of this lime-lag tudy can 
be extended lo include the effect of signal thre hold whi hi, 
of cOUJ'se, a yariable time drlay. 
Rath el' than incre the natural frequency of the 
ystem being- stud ied until the effect of inh('r nt relay lag 
became lloticeable, an artificial bg ,,'as inLroduced while 
the system wa allowed to operate 111 a conveniently low 
frequency range. 1'\\'0 technique were u ed to provide 
the time lao-. The first wa a direct delay of each relay 
ignal, effected by providing an additional relay in series with 
each original relay an 1 a resistance-capacitance delay cil' uit 
in between (thi \\'i11 be refelTed to as lhe electromechanical 
simulation ). The second method con isted of in erting an 
analog-compu ter approximation of e- tdP in the Lotal output 
lin e of all of the relay. The two meLbod gave con i tent 
1'e ults. 
E LECTROM ECHA I CAL SIMULAT ION OF TJ IE DELAY 
The armature of each logic relay in th control y t m 
with no intentional delay was energizecl by the plate current 
of a zero-coincidence detector circuit. In the d layed ystem, 
the plate current is made to flow tlnough an added relay. 
This relay energizes an adj u table re istance-capacitancc 
time-delay circuit \\'hich in turn feed the armature of the 
logic relay. 1'\\' 0 of the four circuits are hown in figur 25. 
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Fra17RE 25.-Schcmatic diagram af electromechan ical switching-delay simulation. 
The amount of delay between activation of the zero-coin-
cidence circuit and the elo ing 01' opening of the logic relay 
wa mea ured by observing the coincidence pul e and the 
logic-relay contact pul e with a long-per i tence oscillo cope 
whose b am travel' ed the scope at a known rate and wa 
triggered by the coin cidence pulse . The vol tage upply in 
the time-delay circuit wa adjusted so that the el ing and 
opening delays were roughly equal. It i estimated that the 
accmac~T of time-delay m a urementwas of the ord r of 10 
percent. Delay of Ie than 25 milliseconds (t = 7 with the 
analog-comput r wiring used) weI' difficult to mea ure by 
thi method, and, more important, could not be easily simu-
lated by this particular circuit becau e of high contact cur-
rent in th added relay which caused the contacts to weld. 
The delayed y tem wa operated using sinusoidal inputs 
of 20-,olt peak-to-peak amplitude at frequencies from 1/10 
the natural frequency of the undamped linear sy tern to the 
full value of the natural frequency. ondimen ional time 
delay of w.ta= 0.05 , 0.075, 0.100, and 0.150 were used . Know-
inO' that the error cau ed by the e d lay hould vary lin ady 
with the applied voltage (e the ection "R esponse to inus-
oidal input" \yhich follows), runs were al 0 made at 10- and 
40-volt peak-to-peak amplitudes as a check of the se1£-
con istency of the data. 
Analog-computer simulation of time delay.- An analog-
computer appl'o}"TInation of e-tdP was wired u ing a circuit 
suggested by M olTill (ref. 6). The circuit i bit ed on the 
Pade second-order approximation of e-tdP 
12-6ttlP+ ti p2 
12+ 6tdP+ tip2 
ta4p4 ta"p" 6 tip' 24- 144 +Ota6p -1 ,72 + .. (Ala) 
which i roughly equivalent to the fir t ix term ' of the Taylor 
expansion of e- tdP about tdp = O: 
( 1b) 
The circuit is hown in figure 26. The clement ,nlue were 
found by comparinO' the tran fer function of the circuit with 
the de ired Pade polynomial fraction and eq uating coeffi-
cients of power of p. The tran fer function of the circuit in 
a nondimen ional form i : 
(A2) 
where the re i tance Rn are a hown in fiO'urc 26. 
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R2 83.3k 
1M 
go 12 - 61 dP + tip2 "'>e-'d P 
gi 12 + 6tdP + td2P2 
FIG1: RE 26. - Analog-computcr ci rcui t for Pade second-order approxi-
mation for e- 'a P • 
Comparing this ,,-ith the Pade approA'1mation written 
(A3) 
6 equation for the 10 re i tors and 2 capacitor can be writ-
ten in term of the time delay ta. The resulting six degrees 
of freedom on the circuit parameters were used to elect the 
cOl1Yenient values hown. Figure 27 sho,,'s the location of 
this delay circuit in the overall simulation of t h e relay COll-
trol sy t em. 
Yn 
"-
_____ ./ /" SWitching computer 
y 
FWl:R E 27. - Inscrtion of lime-delay ci rcuiL of figurc 26 into conlrol-
'y:tcm analog. 
Since this method ,,-as used only as a check on the electro-
mechanical method, the only input studied was a constant 
of 10 ,-oIl at delays ofta= 0.025,0.050 , 0.075, and 0.100 second. 
' imulation of a time dela.,- b~- this method allowed greater 
flexibility of the location of the time dela~· . The delay \Va 
inserted a shown in fio'ure 28 to s imulaLe the effect of a 
transport time delay in the ~-stem. Th e output for this 
configuration \\-as es e!ltially the same as that found for relay 
delays. This result was to be expected because the essen tial 
difference bel ,,-cen a tran port lelay an 1 relay delay in thi 
system i that relay dela~- anect onl~- the feedback terms 
which go through lhe relays \\"hile lransport cl ela~-s affect 
the input x as well. But fo r the great majoTit~· of operation, 
x changes \-ery slo,,-ly as compared with the changes in the 
feedback tern:s a nd hence , it make very little difl'crence in 
the response ,,-helher the input x is dela~-ed. 
I 
I 
p2 +2Dp+ I 
" Y
n 
/ 
'--__ / " Switching computer 
y 
FWl:RE 2 .- In erlion of time-delay circuit for st ud" of transport 
dela-ys. -
The r espon e of the two configuralions becom e more 
nearly identical as the magn itude of the time delay lecr ase . 
If the basic con trolled element is a motor load as shown in 
fi g ure 24 (a) and if a transport delay were introduced at 
point m, the r e lilting output would d iffer somewhat more 
from a relay-dela.ncl output becau e then both x and lh e 
direct y path as ,,-ell as the di cont inuous relay siCTnals would 
be delayed. 1\0 te t ,,-er e run wilh this configuration. 
Computational study of relay delay.- R esponse of the 
system with r elay lag was computed u ing the differential 
equatio ns directly. To simplify the amount of calculations, 
only respon e to con tall t inpuls were computed. Calcula-
tions were ba cd on approximating til output ,yith a erie 
of parabolic arc. This i eq ui valen t to assuming Lhat y" 
i constant during each computat ion interval, a reasonable 
as lffilption except for large Lime delays. The input studied 
\\-as X= 10 and ealculation were made until the limit eycle 
dE 
on a plot of E aga in t -1- \\-er e approached within the accmacy 
GT 
of ('omputation. Computation were made uch that the 
limit cycles \nre approached from the inside in some cases 
and from the oUlside in others. Limit eycles for variou 
time delays are sl1o\\11 in figure 29. Computation interval 
wer sucb thal t,,-o parabolic arcs were u eel in each quadrant. 
The con'putation details arc as follows: W ith the a sump-
tion that the output is a series of parabolic are , the equation 
for the error during the nlh in lerval between wi tch point i : 
(A4) 
where Tn= O at the starL of any interval and E"i , E,, / , and 
En;" arc the inilial enol', enol' velocity, and eITOI' accelera-
tion , respectivel~-, for the nth interval. Upon differentiating, 
the velocity during any inLe n -al becomes: 
E ,,' = E n/ + E ll /,Tn (A5) 
E liminating the time Tn bet\\' en the e two equat ion , the 
equaLion of the pha e-plane trajeclorie become 
(A6) 
Eq uations (A4) and (A5) arc used to find Eas and Eas' 
at an actual switch point b~T letting T 1l= w,id (the elelay time) 
ancl using as initial conditions E at E' = 0 or E' at E = O 
(the conditions at a theoretical witch point). -When this 
poin t is found , equation (A6) i u cd wilh E 1li=E as and 
E n;' = Eas' anc1Llle next theoret.ical switch point i computed 
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FIGURE 29.- El'l'or li mit cycles due to switching delays for a constant 
inp ut of X= 10 volt. 
b~- etli]w eilher E ,,= O 01' E ,,'= O lepending on which type 
of switch point is being approached. In all ca e the accel-
eration E,, / ' is found from the differential equa tion of the 
co ntrol y tern , equa tion (). For the special ca e where 
X= 10, equation ( ) can be r ewritlen using y = E + x a 
(A7) 
An effor t wa made to determine som e general method for 
predicting the limit eycle a an analy tic function of td , D , 
(3"1) and 'Yn but, even with th is very imple input, th e 
limit cyeles arc approached in ueh a complicated way t.h at 
finding such a fun ction would be a formidable ta k a t bes t. 
Howev 1' , a systematic er ie of calculations as shown here 
could be made and charts plotted to indicate the effect of 
th ese varioLl parameters. 
Comparison of the three methods for constant inputs .-
For a con t ant input of x= 10 a good comparison of r e ult 
from the three methods of studying r elay delay was made by 
constructing a logarithmic plot of en or vcr us time delay. 
Da ta from the t wo experimental methods had t o be modified 
ligh tly to account for actual relay delays and thresholds 
of zero coincidence. The mo lification consisted of mea ur-
ing the system e1'1'or with no inte nt ional delay, finding the 
delay require 1 t o produce thi error from the calculated plot 
of error versu delay, and adding thi delay t o each of the 
e)..--p erimen tal point. (The effective unintentional l' lay 
delay was found to be 20 milli eeonds. This is co n idemhly 
greater than the 3-millisecond delay pecified by Lb e r elay 
manufactmer. The additional effective delay is due to the 
inherent thl'e hold in the switching circuit which can be 
considered a a variable time delay . AI 0 , the actual delay 
of the r elays may have exceeded 3 milli econds.) 
After this modification , the analog-comput.er data were 
indistino-uishable from the calculated data. D at a from t he 
electromechanical method al 0 agreed quite well bu t differed 
from th e computed 1'e ult by as much as 10 percent at a 
time delay of 0.12 . (ee fig. 30. ) 
Response to sinusoidal inputs .- A men tioned before, the 
error r esult ing from relay lags varies linearly wit h t he magni-
tude of the input x. That this i t rue i easily seen by examin-
ing equat ion (8 ). If x i replaced by K x and y by Ky where K 
is a constan t, t he differ ential equation remains unchanged 
and the errol' e=x-y is now e*= K x-K y = K e. 
The r eader hould be warned that al though till i a well-
known property of linear differential equations, t his y tern 
r emain essentially nonlinear. Using the definit ions of 
13m and 'Yn given in th e text following i t, equation (8) can be 
wI'itten : 
y" + 2D (sgn y'-](3 sgn e- 2(3 sgn e' )ly' l + 
( gn y - a sgn e-2'Y sgn e') ly l= x (A ) 
Wit h the equation in thi form, the reader can ea ily verify 
t hat if Yl and Y2 are olutions to equation (A8) in its homoge-
neou form (x= O) t hen Yl + Y2 is not n cessarily a olution 
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FIG W" RE 30.-Comparison of melhod of witch i ng-deJ~y t udy with a 
. L constan t inpu t of x= lO volls. 
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(a) w= O.lw •. 
(b) w= O.4w •. 
(c) w= O.6w •. 
(d) w= w,. 
FIG RE 31.- Respon es for input of various frequencies with relay delays of w.td=O.lO. 
because of the nonlinear character of the absolute value and 
signum functions. 
Ho"-ever, it can be concluded from the linear property 
thaL if the error encountered for any constant input is 
obtained , the error for any other constant input can be foun 1 
by a simple scale change. For very low frequency sinusoidal 
input where 3.1 and .e" arc relatively mall it \\'a found that 
the error wa gOYCrJ]ed almo t enti rely by tbis con ideration. 
Tbi is demon trated hy figure 31 (a) for a 40-yolt peak-to-
peak input ,,-it,h w= O.lwv and a delay of wvta = O.lOO. Notice 
that the envelope of tIle cnoris ve ry nearly a sine wave with 
it peak value occurring at the peak value of the input. 
A the input frequency is increa eel, the point of greate 1. 
eITor hifts away from the peak of the input. In figure 31 (b) 
for w= O.4wv the greate t error occu rs almost X cycle after 
the inpu L reaches its peak in either eli rect ion. This is because 
the (1 + f3 /1t)Y' t,erm hecomes izahle in this frequency range 
during the acceleration period (i. e. , a l.e' l inCl'ea e ) and 
rea('he a maximum at 1 ~ cycle past the input peak. Tlli 
large feedback term is applied in an undesired directiol) for 
0.10 unit of nondimensional time and cause t he large lag 
error. 
At till higher frequencie the y" term coupled with the 
(1 + 'Yn)y term both reach their maximum at the peak value 
of the input and the greate t error again occur ncar this 
time. An example of this is given in figure 31 (d) for an 
inpuL frequ ncy of w= l.Owv. For intermediate frequencies 
the peak hift m:ound depending on initial condition a 
shown for w= 0.6wv in figure 31 (c ) . 
From an overall standpoint a plot of the gl'eate terror 
yersu frequency ho\\-e ] an approximately lineal' incl'ea e 
of error " 'ith frequency ( ee fig. 32). ' imilal'ly, a plot of 
greate t error versus t ime delay i lineal' up to about 
wvta=0.10 for frequencies up to w= O. Wv ( ee fig. 33), An 
interestinO' com pari on of these re ulLs and the l'e ult found 
for the sy tem with no intent.ional delay i sho,,-n in figure 
34. Al 0 plotted in tbi figure i the maximum errol' for the 
linear sy tem alon e (y" + 2Dy' + y = x). 
l 
J 
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FIGURE 32.- Maximum error occlll'riug during ach input cycle plotted 
against input frequency with switching delay as a parameter. 
x= 10 sin wt = 10 sin ( :.} . volt:; fJ3=-fJo=2; 
fJ2= -fJl= O.5; 1'3=-')'2= 2 ; 
1'2= -1'1= 0 .5; D = O.6 ; w,= 1.0. 
Specification of time-delay tolerances.- If an actual sys-
tem were to be set up uch as that described by equation (S), 
figure 32 ''''ould provide an indication to the de igner of how' 
to specify r elay-delay tolerances. Take, for example, a 
system which ha an undamped natural frequency f v= 10 cps . 
If the error of this ystem is t o r emain below 5 percent of the 
maximum value of the input for frequencies up to w= O. w" 
then the r elay delays mu t be held below 0.75 millisecond. 
This re ult is found by first finding that value of w,ta on the 
w= O.Swv curve of figure 33 at whi h the maximum elTor i 
5 percent. This value of W vtd j 0.047. The ac ual time delay 
td i : 
_ 0.047 _ 0.047 _ 0.047 -0 000~5 
td - - ') f - 20 -. {sec 
Wv ..;.J1f v 7r 
(A9) 
Thi value of time delay will no t nece arily ass Lire tha t 
the error will alway r emain within 5 percent of the input 
for other type of inputs which are band-limited to O. w, 
because of the nonlinear nature of the system. However, 
it i known from the pecial type of input tudied that if 
the error is to be as specified the time delay can be at most 
0.75 milli econd. 
For sinusoidal inputs with w< O.Sw, the maximmn error 
will be less than 5 perc n t of the ma:ximum value of the 
input. For example, at w=O.lw, the maximum enol' will 
be slightly more than 1 percen t. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPARISON OF EQUATIO (8) AND NO LINEAR CONTROL EQUATIO OF REFERENCES 1 AND 3 TO 5 
COMPARI ON OF OTATIO 's 
In original no tation the nonlinear control equation wa 
given as (ref . 1 and 3 to 5) 
where 
d2y ely 
a+-o+ b _o+ cy =y.(t) dt 2 elt ° , 
output 
input 
(B1) E =(Yo-1IJ 
)' = rl ( )/clt 
!:"b l ,!:"b2,!:"CI, !:"C2 constants, !:"bl > ::'b2, ::'Cl> !:"C~ 
a+, b+,c+ cons tan ts 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------
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In t.erms of the notation of eq ualion ( ) the above equaLion 
i writ ten 
+d
2
Y+b+( + ) dy+ +( +) ( ) a dt Z 1 f3", dt c 1 'Yn y=x t 
where 
f3",=--,f3sgn (y' e)--z f3sgn (y' e' ); m= O, 1, 2,3 
'Yn=--,'Ysgn (ye)--z')'sgn (ye' ); n=O, 1, 2,3 
e= (x--y) 
,f3,Zf3,,'Y,2'Y constan Ls, ,f3>zf3, 11' >2'Y 
a+,b+,c+ co nstanLs 
The subscrip t cO I1Yention is 
f33= d3 + zf3 
f32= 1f3--2f3 
(B2) 
Evidently, Lhe correlation betln'en eqllations (Bl ) a nd (B2 ) 
is then 
y =yo 
e=--E 
(tlld a+, b+, I1lld c+ < re Lhe arne. 
In either notation a set of seve ll (con tan t) parameters is 
needed to characterize the sy tern. For example, in equa tion 
(B2 ) th e et ((t+,b+,c+,d3,zf3 , ,'Y,z'Y ) i sufficient. 
NO RMALIZATIO N OF ON LI EAR CONT ROL EQ ATIO 
'Nhen consid ering con trol ys terns it i possible to reduce 
the number of parameters n eces ary to p ecify th e nonlinear 
S )T tem. To do this a form of nonnaliza tion familiar to 
lin ear theory is utilized. First, it should be r ealized that if 
error is to be defined as e=(x-- y ) then c+= l. Thu , 
assuming c+= 1 equation (B2) may be wri tten 
where 
InLroducing normalized time r=wvt, equaLion (B3 ) be-
co mes 
d2y ely 
-l 2+ 2D(1 + f3m) -d + (l + 'Yn)y=X(r) (B4) 
err 
T hus, kno ll-ing th e natural frequency o f Lh e undamped 
linear system, W v, the number of parameters nece ary to 
spec ify p erformance in th e nonlinear case i five , that i , 
or al ternaLively 
APPENDIX C 
SI MULATION OF SECOND-ORDER 
EQUIPMENT 
Experimental studies were carried out \\-jtlt tlte following 
equipment: 
(1) General equipment: 
(a ) Analog comp uter, B eckman Ease 
(b ) Low-frequency function generator , hp 202 A 
(input device) 
(c) P en recorder, 'anborn T ,,-in-Yiso (output 
device) 
(d ) Vacuum-tub e voltmeter , RCA \\V-97 A 
(e) Oscilloscope, Dumont :304- A 
(2) , pecial equipment: 
(a) Binary-logic switching circuit employed in 
conj unction ,,-ith (a), de cribed in detail in 
ection "Binary-Logic R elay , \I-it,ching 
Circuit." 
COMPUTER SET UP 
T he computer diagram for t he differential equation 
(Cl ) 
is given in figure 35. The co rrespondence bet\\-ce n t his sim-
ulated system and t he block diagram of figure 4 or 5 is 
o LINEAR CONTR OL SYSTE I{ 
strajghtforward ( ee r ef. 7) . Operational amplifiers 1 to 6 
arc used in simulating the linear member of the phy ical 
nonlinear system. R esistor R , proyides adjustment of the 
lin ear damping facto r D. The input to t hi imulated lincar 
member i x-- (2Df3mY' +'YnY) where ,f is obtained from the 
input cleyice, while the valu es of fe edback 2Df3mY' and 'YnY 
arc obLained ,,-it11 resisto rs R z t brough R g (see table 5) 
conn ected to y' a nd y t hroug ll a binary -logic relay sW'itch-
ing circuit cleri,-ed in the follo\\-ing section. Amplifier 7 
to 10 arc sign cha ngers. The four variablc y , y', e, and e' 
whose signs arc to b e sensed are made available a hown in 
t he lower right of figure 35. 
BrNARY-LOG TC RELAY SWI TCH I G CIRCU TT 
To complete t h e simulatio n of equation ( ) it nece -
ary to implement t he binary logic of table 2. Figure 5 
shows a relay s\\-itching circuit (designed on an "and/or" 
basis) t hat realizes the n ecessary logic. 
In orel er to preelude the pos ibility of t ime delay in witch-
ing, "fast" relays have been employed. The average prop-
ertie of t he 14 louble-pole single-t hrow r elay compri ing 
the switchi ng circuit are given in table 4_ 
The necessary synchronism in relay connected by cla h ed 
lines (fig. 5) is obtained by eries connection of field coils. 
I 
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Resistance in 100 kilohms 
Capaci tance in microfarads 
Output 
y 
1.5 1.5 
0 .0 1 
-'Sensed variables 
for switching 
control 
FlGURE 35.- Computcr diagram for illlulation of eq uation ( ) . 
Into the four channel of field coil thu formed i r ead the 
four-digit binary logic of table 2 w11 1'e now 
O= Function> O= J o coil current 
1 = Function< O= oil CUl'rent 
Thi proces of reading in the binary logic may be done by 
monitoring the variable (y , y', e, e' ) " 'jth foUl' eparILte zel'O-
coinciden e detectors 01' amplitude electors (denote 1 CD 
in fig . 5 and de cribed in detail in the follo\\'ing cct.ion ). 
The output of these coincidence lctector then drive t.he 
]'e pective channels of relay coi l . 
SEN JTIVE TRA ' l STORrZEO ZERo· c o r CIDENCE DETECTOR 
On e of the four idenLical ampliLu]e elect.ors de igned for 
1..1 C with the witching circu it o[ figUl'c 5 i hown in figure 36. 
Thi circuit ba ically consists of a grounded emitter P lp 
transi tor tage Tl driving a pentocle pulse amplifier Tz. 
(It should be po ible to utilize a transi tor in place of the 
pentocle if de ired. ) Foul' relay coils connected in eric 
form Lhe plate load of Tz. Po itive feedback R3 has been 
incorpora ed for regenerative \\·itching. 
v T3 (I N36) 
-7.5 v 
TI 
(2N36) 
B+ (210 v regulated) 
VR 105 
7 T2 (6AH6) 
250-Sl. potentiometer 
FIGURE 36.- '1'ran i.-lorizcd zcro-eoineid nee dclceLor. 
The operation of illi circuit is a follow : When the in1 ut 
voltage V become more negative than -50 millivolt , 
current start to flow in the base-emitter region of Tl 
Thi initiate collector-emitter CUl'rent which effectively 
ground the collector and tim the grid of T2 • Plate cur-
rent flow in T2 so that the relay which form t his plat load 
ar witched to the up po ition (fig. 5). Positive feedback 
R3 has been incorporated to make the switching regenera-
tive. Stages TJ a nd Tz will continue to conduct until V 
goes positive by 50 millivolt, at \\'hich t.ime current j cut 
off in Tl and thu Tz; the relays retul'l1 to the normally 
closed po itions (down in fig. 5) . 
R efinement that have been included in thi circ uit arc: 
(1) Adjustable po itive f eclback R 3. Thi feedback give 
control over the zero- en ing titre hold of the detect.or . The 
gr eater the po it,ive feedback the greater the threshold. 
1'hi adju tment i de il'able for tudyino- the effect.s of 
thTC hold in sen ing eli Cll ed in the section "EA'eet of 
'witching Imperfection." The mea ured peak-to-peak 
tbrc bold value obtainablc " 'jth tlli arrangemcllt " 'ere a 
maximum of 400 millivolts and a minimum of 60 millivolts. 
(In the computer etup it \\'a nece sary to amplify errol' e 
that formed the input to one of these eletect.or five time in 
order to bring the witching t hl'e hold down to 15 milli"olt , 
peak to peak.) 
(2) Adjustable I ia for emitter of 1\. This i neces ary Lo 
compen ate for the light positive bia (approximately 
equal to 100 millivolts) given to t hc base of Tl by t he positivc 
feedback R 3. 
(3) A clamping 01' clipping diode T 3 to prote 1, t he tran is-
tor T l from exce sive ba e-emitter inver e voltage . Thu 
it can be seen that the illPut impedance of iLi coincide ll ce 
detector i 15 kilohm ince the base of 1\ is eA'ectively alway 
grounded. 
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APPENDIX D 
BEH AVIOR OF OUTP UT IF I P UT A D I NP UT DERIVATIVE ARE SI fU LTA EOUSLY S <fALL 
As ume that the input is a curve which may be approxi-
matod by 
for value 7< 0. ince x' = 2(XT, both input and input 
derivative vani h with 7~0. The input pha e curve i 
1 X=- (X ' )2 
4a 
The output depend on the initial conditions: 
(1) For y(O )= O and y'(O)= O 
- [74+ D (1+ IJm) 5+ J y - a 12 30 7 •.• 
(2) For y(O)=O and y' (O)= El 
y = E,[7-D(1 + .Bm)72+ ... J 
(3) For y(0 )= E2 and y' (O)= O 
y= €2 [l +C~'Yn) 7 2+ .. .J 
I n all case reproduction of tho input is not perfect very 
close to 7= 0; howover, in case (2) and (3) switch point 
may occur for rather mall values of 7. In case (1) no 
witch poillt clo c to 7= 0 can be expected. This ca e will 
rarely occur ; in most ca e neither yeO ) nor y' (0) will be 
zero. Then tho output j a uperpo ition of ca es (2) and 
(3). In this event the eITor e=x- y is given by 
e=- €2-€IT + [a + €ID(1 + IJm)-€2 C~'Yn)+ ... J72 
It i evident that for small values of €I and €2 the error grows 
with a. Thi can easily bo seen in the result of figure II. 
The input wa x=A(l- in ~h); that m eans, near x=O, the 
input may bo approximated by a parabola with a = 1/2 (Q2)A 
or the error n a1" x= O grow with Q2. 
APPENDIX E 
APPR OXIMATI G CURVES 
The approximating curves which can be u ed to trace the 
ouLput fo r a given input form a network in the phase plane. 
It ha proved practical to present the network for e and e' 
\\-ith the ame sign in one heet (e. g., ee fig. 20 ) and the 
network for e and e' with oppo ite ign on another heet. 
up erposition of both heet allows e tablishing of the 
four approxima ting curves throuO"h each poin t of tho phase 
plane. 
Th e approximating phase curve are determined by 
equation (21). Since th e values Al and A2 change from 
quadran t to quadran t the curves arc composed of portion 
of different analytical curves which are pa tched at y' = 0 
and y = O. 
The roots AI and A2 depend on D , .Bm, and 'Yn; they may 
be complex or real. If the roots are complex, the approxi-
mating curve are curve of the piral type which wind 
around the origin of the pha e plane. In the ca e of real 
root the curve havo a quite different character. Thi 
can ea ily be understood by tran forming the equation of 
the approximating curve (eo refs. 1 and 3 to 5 and ch. V 
of ref. ). For real root the new coordinate iJ. and II aro 
in Lroducod: 
Then equa tion (21) yields 
If AI and A2 are real and of opposite ign , th e curves in the 
iJ.II plane have a hyperbolic character with (iJ.,I' ) = (0,0) as 
addle point (see fig. 37 (a)). If Al and A2 are of equal 
sign, the curve have a nodal point ( ee figs . 37 (b) and 
37 (c)) . In figure 3 and 39 pha e CUrve with saddle 
point and stable and un table node are hown in the original 
y y' plane. 
The approximati.ng curves are compo ed of portions of 
these differen t type (ee fig. 40 ). 
There i no need of avoiding {3".,'Y" combination which 
lead to node-type approximating curves becau e only por-
tions of the e curve are u ed. In the earlier pUblication it 
appeared as if (in either one of the networks of approximating 
curves) one set of curves had to be formed by curves of 
spiral character (complex root A) . However, this has 
proyed to be an unneces ary restriction. There might be 
orne trou blo with node-type curves if large delay in witch-
ing should occur (e. 0"., delays in y' = O . witching in £10".40 ). 
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----------------~------------- v 
( 0 ) 
______________ ~~~~~-------------v 
(b) 
________________________ ~----------------------- v 
(e) 
A, 
(a) ~ <0. 
(b) ~ >1. 
A2 (c)O< ~ <J. 
FIGURE 37.- urve in jJ.V plane. 
(0) 
y' = di/dr 
FIGURE 38.- Pha e curves with saddle point. 
(b) 
(a) table node. 
(b) Un tabl nod 
FIGURE 39. - Pha e curve with nodal point. 
I 
I 
~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
/ y'= dj7/d r 
FIGUR E 40.- Composition of an approximating curve. 
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T .\ B LE l. - CODIXG SCH E \IE FOR \\"l T CHIX C LOCI C FRO\1 
EQ ATlO:;; ( 14) 
[0, fun ction> O; I, fun clion< O] 
--
Bi nar.\· codcd decimal D ec imal 
I 
y y' e I e' 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 l 
0 0 I 0 :2 
0 0 I I :3 
0 I 0 0 ,J 
0 J 0 I 5 
0 J I 0 (j 
0 I I 1 7 
1 0 0 0 8 
I 1 0 0 I n 1 0 I 0 10 
1 0 I I I I 
1 I 0 0 J:2 
1 I 0 I I :~ 
I 
1 J I 1 0 
14 
l I 1 1 15 
TABLE 2.- i\I ATRIX OF ALLOWE D fJm, 1'n CO\I BlXATlO:\ S 
AS D ET E RyIIXE D BY E:\ CODE D S\\"l T CIII:\ (; LOm C 
OBTAI\,E D FROM EQ UATIOX ( I·l)" 
------
fJo fJl fJ2 fJ3 
1'0 0000 OJOO 
11 J 1 10 I J 
I 
1'1 0001 0101 
1.1 J 0 1010 
----------
1'2 0110 
1001 
I 
1'3 OJ J L 
1000 
• E xampJe : 
(1 ) fJ3'YO is cho en when 0100 occ ur~, 
or whcn ·1 Oll occ urs, 
(2) fJ21'1 is chosen when OJOI occ ur ', 
or when 10 1 0 occ urs, 
(3) fJm is not pos ible. 
00 10 
1101 
00 1 L 
lLOO 
· c. , (y> O, y'< O, e>O, e' > O), 
c., (y< O, y' > O, e<O, e' < 0); 
· e., (y> O, y'< O, e> O, e'<O), 
· e., (y < O, y'> O, e< O, e'>O); 
TABLE 3.- PARA:'>IET E R S FOR F I :UlU : 16 
Fi ~,; . 16(a) a nd J 6(b) I Fig~. J G(e) a nd 16(d) 
-
Co mplete ~ .\·~ t pm 
.\" ~ te ill 1: I System 5: 
fJ3= - fJo = 2 1'3 = - 1'0=2 fJ3=- fJo = 10 1'3= - 1'0= 10 
fJ2= - fJl= 0.5 1'2= -1'1= 0.5 fJ,=- fJl = l 1', = - 1'1= 1 
---
Ca e ( I) Xo de ri nlt i\'e fpedbnck 
Sy~t(' ill 2: ys tem G: 
fJ~= - fJo = O 1'3= - 1'0= 2 fJ~= - fJo = O 1'3= - 1'0= 10 
fJ2 = - fJI = O 1'2= -1'1= 0.5 fJ2 = - fJI = O 1'2=-1'1 = 1 
Case (2) Xo e' se nsin g 
y,;tr m 3: y tem 7 : 
fJ3= - fJo= 2 1'3=-1'0= 2 fJ3=-fJO= JO 1'3= - 1'0= 10 
fJ,=- fJl= 2 1'2=-1'1 = 2 fJ2=- fJI = JO 1'2= -1'1 = 10 
Case (:3) Xo e se ns ing in deri n l.li\·e feed bac k loop an cl no e' sen 
ing in proport ional feedbac k loop 
-
ys tem 40 : .\'. tem 
fJ~= - fJo = 2 1'3= -1'0= 2 fJ3= - fJo= 10 1'3= -1'0= 10 
I 
fJ,= - fJI =- 2 1'2=-1'1 = 2 fJ,=- fJI=- JO 1',=-1'1= 10 
TABLE 4o.- AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF R E LAY FOR 
WITCHI:\G CIRC IT OF FIG RE 5 
D cscrip t ion : Gene ra l Elect ri c CR - 279 1 doubl e-pole ingle-throw 
relay moun ted on 5-prong Amphenol basc wi t h pcrmanent alu-
minum dust CO \'e r 
on nec tions: 
E lectrical Proper t ies \ ' alues 
Coil res i. ta nce :2 .5 kilohms 
Coil current for p osi (j\'c 5 to 10 Ill.!. 
ac tion 
Pull-in tim r 2 millisrc 
Drop-out lime :3 millisrc 
TABLE 5.-CORRE, PON DEXC]O; Bl~T \\'g l ~X ADJ ' TABLE 
CO~ [P T E R ELE :- rEN TS AND PARA:'>[]!;TER ' F EQUA-
TION ( ) 
I Corres;)o nd ni ts, 
El ement to kil ohm -
R I (2D)-1 LOO 
Rz (2DfJo) - 1 LOO 
R 3 (2DfJI)-1 100 
R , (2DfJ2)-1 100 
R 5 (2DfJs) - 1 JOO 
RG ("'(0)-1 100 
R1 (1'I! - I 100 
Rs (1'2) - 1 
I 
LOO 
Ro ( 1'3)-1 100 
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